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ABSTRACT
This report constitutes a description of the math models and computer
program which are used to implement LASS (Launch and Abort Simulation
for Spacecraft). The computer program provides for a simulation of
boost to orbit and abort capability from boost trajectories to a pre-
scribed target. The abort target provides a decision point for engine
shutdown from which the vehicle coasts to the vicinity of the selected
abort recovery site.
The simulation is a six degree of freedom simulation describing a rigid
body. The vehicle is influenced by forces and moments from nondistributed
aerodynamics. An adaptive autopilot is provided to control vehicle
attitudes during powered and unpowered flight. A conventional autopilot
is provided for study of vehicle during powered flight.
At launch the vehicle follows a prescribed pitch profile until a pre-
selected point in launch time is reached. At this time, vehicle guidance
uses the MIT version of E guidance, as modified for thrust limiting, to
orbit insertion. An abort may be commanded as pre-programmed, at any
time during launch. A method of abort guidance is provided which
describes an abort target as a function of desired recovery site latitude and
longitude and desired burnout velocity and altitude. Burnout parameters
are functions of reentry flight path.
The document is released in two volumes, D2-118387-1A and D2-118387-2A.
Volume I contains discussion of the math models. Volume II contains
supporting flow charts, symbol dictionaries, and computer program list-
ing.
This work was performed for the MSC Guidance and Control Division under
Exhibit B of Contract NAS9-12183. .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Associated with each nominal launch is the possibility that the launch
trajectory must be aborted, In the aborted case, the spacecraft must be
given the capability of leaving the nominal launch trajectory and r.eturn-i
ing to earth'. This requires that abort guidance and control procedures
I !
must be studied to assure safe return of the spacecraft and its crew.I '
The Launch and Abort Simulation for Spacecraft (LASS) as discussed in
this report ,was developed to conduct these required abort guidance and
control studies.
i
The basic abort simulation must be initialized from either the simulated
launch trajectory or a table of launch trajectory data. A very important
i.
part of LASS is a basic simulation of boost to orbit insertion; therefore,
aborts are initialized from the simulated launch trajectory generated by
LASS. LASS is structured to make efficient utilization of the Aerodynamic
(AERO), Equations of Motion (EOM) and Autopilot (AUTOPI or AUTOP2) sub-
routines regardless of whether the simulation is in launch or abort mode.
i
The AERO, EOM, and AUTOPI or AUTOP2 subroutines are called five times
faster than either launch guidance (GUIDAN) or abort targeting and guidance
(ABGUID).
The initialization portion is used to compute .targeting conditions used
in the launch guidance and initial conditions used in the equations of
i
motion, and to initialize variables to a start configuration. The guidance
subroutine is used to provide the desired vehicle attitude information to
D2-118387-1A
1.0 INTRODUCTION (Continued)
the autopilot. The EOM subroutine 1s used to compute vehicle translational
and angular velocities and positions, and to provide present vehicle attitudes
to the autopilot. The ideal or conventional autopilot is used to control
vehicle attitudes when the main rocket engines are burning, When engines
are not burning the ideal autopilot serves as a pseudo RCS.
i
i
In the simulation, the nominal launch is initialized, prior to launch, with
the Inertial platform aligned with the launch plane. At launch, the vehicle
follows a prescribed pitch profile until a mission time of approximately
212 seconds 1s reached. After this time, the MIT version of E guidance as
modified for thrust limiting is used for vehicle guidance to orbit insertion.
? i
An abort may be commanded at any time during launch in the LASS orogram.
When a preprogrammed abort is desired prior to nominal stage separation,
the booster engines are shut off and a normal separation sequence is follow-
ed. The TARGET routine computes an abort target starting from a desired
recovery site latitude and longitude in an iterative manner. The abort
guidance (ABGUID) provides the desired Inertial attitudes required by the
autopilot and engine burn time remaining for targeting. When the engines
shut down the orbiter coasts to a terminal energy state.
D2-118387-1A
1.0 INTRODUCTION (Continued)
This document is divided into two volumes, D2-118387-1A and D2-118387-2A.
Volume 1 contains a discussion of the engineering models used in
development of LASS. Volume 2 contains flow charts, symbol diction-
aries, and computer program listings that supplement the discussions
contained in Volume 1. Any reference contained in Volume 1 toj
appendices A and B is understood to be a reference to Volume 2.
Appendix A contains both flow charts of the simulation and symbol
i
definition tables. Appendix B contains a program listing of the
current LASS simulation.
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2.0 OBJECTIVES
2.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE SIMULATION
The current simulation as discussed in this document was developed as a
rigid body six degree of freedom simulation. The total simulation is to
be constructed with a modular concept such that additional "real world"
effects can be added with a minimum of effort at some later date. The
ultimate objective of this simulation will be to provide a bas-
framework that lends itself to a flexible guidance and control
c engineering
simulation
for vehicle boost to orbit or abort during boost.
2.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES ' '
In general, the simulation as described herein will be used to study
guidance and control requirements during an abort from a nominal launch
trajectory at any point (time) during launch. The objectives of the
simulation studies will be to develop and test abort guidance techniques
that will:
a. Steer the orbiter to an abort target coincident with fuel depletion
after the abort has taken place.
b. Place the orbiter at a terminal energy state from which a landing
could be made,
c. Result in an abort trajectory which can be controlled and does not
violate selected guidelines.
d. Determine what launch trajectories or.portions of trajectories would
result in loss of the spacecraft if an abort were to take place.
D2-118387-1A
3.0 .. SCOPE
The simulation,is written in FORTRAN V for application on the NASA/MSC
UNIVAC 1108 computers, The LASS program description presented in this
report is essentially for use on the 1108 computer.
The simulation logic is designed such that after separation the space-
craft, alone is simulated. Both the launch configuration and spacecraft
alone simulations are six degree-of-freedom simulations of a rigid non-
symmetrical vehicles. The simulation is arranged such that launch and
abort guidance procedures can be readily changed to reflect different
concepts. Basic vehicle configuration, limitations and assumptions are
described.in the Summary in Section 4.0. . . . . . .
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4.0 SUMMARY
The math models were developed for a six degree-of-freedom nonsymrnetn'cal
rigid vehicle. The vehicles simulated are in two configurations. The
first is the launch configuration and the second is the spacecraft only
configuration.
The present LASS simulations were developed with certain limitations. It
is intended that these limitations be corrected when adequate and consistent
data are available. These limitations are:
1. Spacecraft center of gravity travel is limited to displacements alonq
the body X direction. Displacements along body Y and Z axis are
constrained to zero.
2. Provisions have not been made for wind effects on the booster at
low altitude aborts.
3. Provisions have not been made for fuel slosh and vehicle bending.
LASS was developed with certain assumptions, which in some cases, could
be classified as limitations. However, 'the following assumptions are not
considered to materially affect the study of abort guidance and control
procedures:
1. Both booster and orbiter are simulated as a rigid body with mass
symmetry in the body Xp - Zn plane.
2. The simulation assumes both vehicles contain ideal engine actuators
and engines can be gimbaled without inertial effects.
3. Aborts result from a booster malfunction. Hence, orbiter systems
are assumed to function in their nominal sense.
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4.0 SUMMARY (Continued)
4. Assumed simple Inertia! attitude hold during vehicle separation is
adequate to assure booster-spacecraft separation, The simulation is
not oriented for detail studies of separation dynamics.
5. Assumed canned roll maneuver during launch is not required (vehicle
oriented 1n boost plane at liftoff).
6. The simulation is started with a normal launch. Additional means
of initiating an abort are not provided,
7. Assumed attitude control augmentation using auxiliary controls
will not be required.
8. Assumed guidance method starting with a fixed pitch profile and
followed by the MIT version of E guidance as modified for thrust
limiting 1s adequate to provide nominal launch trajectories, The
simulation was developed such that an abort can only take place at a
preselected launch time during simulation of a nominal launch. This
allows launch azimuth, orbit plane Inclination angle and launch site
to be variables,
9. Assumed provisions for thrust build-up and .tail-off are not required.
10. Assumed thrust forces along body X and Z axis are mainly dependent
on engine pitch glmbal actuation.. Hence, coupling can be ignored
when computing forces in the X and Z directionsfor determining moments
about the Y axis due to thrust.
11. No RCS jet dynamics or jet select logic will be simulated, During
periods of time when the vehicle engines are burning, attitude control
is accomplished by engine gimbaling. When engines are off and the
vehicle is coasting, the ideal autopilot will provide the required
RCS control torques to the appropriate moment equation. Thus, the
D2-118387-1A
4.0 SUMMARY (Continued)
pseudo RCS system will provide sufficient torques to keep attitude
errors nearly zero.
12. Tables for aerodyanmlc data for the spacecraft are compatible for
angles of attack up to 60°. If angles of attack (a) between 60°
and 90° are desired, the aerodynamic coefficient for an a of 60°
is used. If a is greater than 90°, aerodynamic coefficients are set
to zero. If a is less than zero the Tables are interrogated with
the magnitude of a. Maneuvers requiring large angles of attack (a greater
than 60°) will, be restricted to times when the dynamic pressure (q) is
small. Thus, errors of the above process are.assumed small with
respect to thrusting effects.
13. Interrogation of aerodynamic tables for large angle-of-sideslip (0) is
assumed to be a linear extrapolation of the data tables.
14. The aerodynamic force and moment equations are written in body axis.
The aerodynamic data is transformed from stability axis to body axis
where necessary. Data updates may require transformation prior to
use in the simulation. .
15. Aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are assumed to be a linear
function of a about the trim value for the longitudinal derivatives
and a linear function of 0 about the trim value for the lateral de-
rivatives. For the simulation mechanization, all of the linear
coefficients will be programmed and looked-up as a function of Mach
number and a or 0.
8
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5.0 SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
Basic flow charts and symbol definitions are shown in Appendix A.
The charts and symbols used are symbols as coded 1n LASS. Pro-
visions are made to denote corresponding engineering symbols where
they are applicable. Thus, a correspondence is provided between
the coded and engineering symbol and a common definition.
In general, an attempt was made to code the symbols based on their
origin. AS an example, symbols of variables that were generated
in the INITIA subroutine started with the letter S. This philosophy
was established after the AERO, ATMOS3, and COEF Subroutines
were coded. The variables generated by these subroutines and used
by other Subroutines should have been coded with symbols starting
with the letter D. The letter D was given to forces and moments
generated in AERO and used in EOM. • • =• .
There are several other isolated exceptions, but the symbol format
shown in Table I was generally selected.
SUBROUTINE SYMBOL PREFIX LETTER
INITIA S
6UIDAN G
EOM & Functions E
AERO, ATMOS3, COEF D
TARGET & ABGUID , T
AUTOP2 &'AUTOPI & ACC ' A
PBC P
READO ' R
TABLE I - Symbol code assignment philosophy
The program listings of LASS areprovided in Appendix B. These listings
represent the status of LASS at the time of this document preparation.
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5.0 SIMULATION DESCRIPTION (Continued)
Constants, variables requiring an initial value, input data tables, and
variables which control the simulation are placed primarily in the data
block of the INITIA subroutine. The function of the INITIA subroutine is
to initialize, provide an interface with the program user, and provide
launch targeting. In some instances the master control routine is used
to initialize some constants peculiar to the orbiter. Additional data
is read from input data cards as described in section 1.1 in Volume 2.
In general the user can perform production simulation runs with changes
made to the master simulation control input data cards or the INITIA
subroutine. The user should be aware of;the repetition rates of the simulation.
/ . .
GUIDAN, ABGUID or PBC subroutines are executed, once while the EOM, AERO, and
autopilot subroutines are executed five.times.. One pass through the simulation is
considered to be one second, This fact,is embedded in the EOM and autopilot
subroutines. If the users would want to change this relationship, both EOM
and autopilot subroutines would require modification.
5.1 MASTER SIMULATION CONTROL
Flow charts and symbol definitions of the, master simulation control are
shown in.Appendix A, The master simulation control.is used to sequence
LASS, update time and read input data cards, reference section 1..1, Volume 2.
First, as.shown in Figure 1, the INITIA subroutine is,called to initialize
LASS. Then, GUIDAN 1s called to provide desired launch guidance commands.
When time (T) reaches a predetermined abort desired time (ABTT), the abort
is commanded and ABGUID subroutine is called to provide abort guidance
commands. Regardless of whether launch or abort guidance is used, AERO,
EOM, and AUTOPI or AUTOP2 subroutines are called in sequence to provide
a thrust vector that follows the guidance commands.
10 .
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5.1 MASTER SIMULATION CONTROL (Continued)
Booster engines off (IES) may be commanded at any point in the simulation.
As soon as engines off is commanded the master control continues cycling
until KC11 is counted down. When this occurs, separation (ISEP) is
commanded. As soon as ISEP is commanded, several orbiter constants are
initialized. When KC12 is counted down, the master control resets IES
and commands an engine start. Thus, KC11 controls time after Booster
engine shutdown until separation and K.C12 controls time after separation
until orbiter engine start. If an abort is commanded, after separation,
logic is provided to prevent an attempt to shut down the engines.
-. ' . i ' *
Following a normal launch, orbit insertion is presently defined by
a test on the difference between the magnitude of the existing inertial
•
velocity and the down range velocity, Z, desired. If the absolute
value of this difference is less than 5 ft/sec, an engine shutdown is
commanded. In the case of an abort situation, a test is made on time to
go. to abort target (TG0T) and fuel remaining. If TG0T is less than one
second or fuel is depleted, an engine shutdown is commanded. In both
cases, after consumation of powered flight, the vehicle is allowed to
coast until a terminal energy state is reached.
12
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5.2 INITIALIZATION MATH MODEL
The Initialization math model 1s denoted as the INITIA subroutine. The
main purpose of INITIA 1s to Initialize the remaining math models comprising
the simulation and provide launch targeting. The flow chart and list of
symbol definitions are shown in Appendix A. A functional descrintion of
the INITIA subroutine is shown in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 1, INITIA
is executed only once during a simulation run. The math model must be
initialized with the Information shown in Table II.
The INITIA subroutine 1s basically divided into data block Initialization
and special computation. Special situations depend on launch pad to earth
geometry, desired orbit, and desired abort .landing site.
?
5.2.1 Data Block .
The data block 1s used to initialize LASS with constant values, The
actual form of the data block together with definitions .are shown in
Appendix A. Many large data tables are housed in INITIA data block but
used in other LASS subroutines. These tables are discussed in specific
sections of the document in which they are used. Specific references are
shown in Table III.
13
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I START INITIA I
> i
Initializing Data Block
Provide desired abort landing latitude and
longitude and reentry angle of attack
I
Compute orbit,insertion targets
RD' YD' RD' YD' ZD
Provide the earth's angular momentum vector
in vehicle inertia! or platform coordinates
Provide Initial vehicle inertial
positions and inertia! velocities
i
Initialize earth's gravity vector in
vehicle guidance or plumbline coordinates
Provide a unit vector normal _
to the desired orbit plane Uq
Provide transformation matrix TIP
which relates earth inertial and vehicle
inertial or platform coordinate systems
FIGURE 2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INITIA SUBROUTINE
14
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TABLE II INPUTS REQUIRED TO INITIALIZE
INITIA SUBROUTINE
CODED
SYMBOL
TLAT
TLONG
ENGR.
SYMBOL DEFINITION
Latitude of desired landing site after an
abort - (deg.)
Longitude of desired landing site after an
abort - (deg.)
SPERH
SAPOH
STHETA
SMU
SEROT
SRMEAN
SVEII
ePA
SLAZI
SLAT |
SINCI
SLONGI
AZ
V
A.L
L
Desired perigee altitude (ft,)
Desired apogee altitude (ft.)
Desired perigee phase angle from insertion (rad.)
o y
Gravitational constant (ft /sec )
Earth rotational constant (rad./sec.)
Earth mean radius (ft)
Central angle between a vector through the
launch pad and the intersection of orbit
and launch planes (deg.)
Launch azimuth (deg.)
Latitude of launch pad.(deg.)
Desired orbit plane inclination angle (deg.)
Longitude of launch pad (deg.)
15
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TABLE III CROSS REFERENCE OF DATA TABLES
IN THE DATA BOOK
DATA
TABLE
W(14)
XCG(14)
YCG(14)
ZCG(14):
MXX(14V
MYY(14)
MZZ(14)
MXZ(14)
GMT(12)
GTA(12)
TT(6)
HB(10)
ZB(14)
TMB(24)
ALP(24)
XGB(14)
EL(12, 3)
ELO(2, 3)
USING SUBROUTINE
OR FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
GUIDAN
GUIDAN
TARGET
ATMOS3
ATMOS3
ATMOS3
ATMOS3
ATMOS3
AUTOPI & EOM
AIITnPT R FOM
NOMENCLATURE
Mass properties
Mass properties
Mass properties
Mass properties
Mass properties
Mass properties
Mass properties
Mass properties
Launch Guidance
Launch Guidance
Burnout velocity
Atmospheric properties
Atmospheric properties
Atmospheric properties
Atmospheric properties
Atmospheric properties
Engine locations (booster)
Enqine locations (or
16
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5.2.2 Launch Targeting
Launch targeting is divided into two parts, the first part constitutes
development of orbit Insertion targets. The second constitutes
the definition of a unit vector normal to the desired orbit plane.
The targets are developed in a conventional manner. The desired orbit
is defined by an apogee altitude (ha), perigee altitude (hp) , and
a phase angle ep^. The phase angle is set to a value other than zero
t
if insertion is to be made at some orbit point other than perigee.
In LASS,0pA is set equal to zero and insertion is made at perigee.
The apogee and perigee radius are given respectively by:
RA = ra + ha and
Rp = ra + hp
Where ra is the mean earth radius.
The semi-major axis is expressed by:
Rfl + RpA = M
 n
 r
The eccentricity 1s computed by:
Then, the desired radial displacement is:
R - A (I-*2)
D 1+ cos£pA
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5.2.2 Launch Targeting (Continued)
Since we want to end up on the desired orbit plane, YD, the out of
plane distance, is set equal to zero. The downrange distance Z.,
is not constrained and allowed to be whatever is attained. Thus, RD
and YD are the desired displacement targets.
The desired velocity targets are defined by computing total orbit
velocity using:
2 2 1\
RP~ - A jVP
The specific angular momentum at perigee is:
H = Rp(Vp)
and is a constant. The desired downrange velocity is a function of
H and RQ. Thus, this desired velocity ;is: :
Z = -D RD
Since, we do not want to allow an out of orbit plane velocity
component, YD is set to zero. This results in a radial velocity of
(RD )2 - (Vp)2 - (ZD)2 - (YD)2
which reduces to:
18
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5.2.2 Launch Targeting (Continued)
Thus, the velocity targets RD» VD and ZQ are defined.
The next requirement for launch targeting is to describe the desired
orbit plane with respect to the earth and launch pad. This 1s
accomplished by describing a unit vector, U , normal to the desired
orbit plane and expressed in vehicle inertial or platform coordinates,
Referring to Figure 3, this is accomplished by assuming we have a
A A,
unit vector W normal to the launch plane. If R. is a unit vector
along the radial direction through the launch pad, a unit vector
A A A
E = RL x W
is defined in the launch plane. Now let us: define an angle & as the
A A
angle between R, and a unit vector S along the intersection of the
A
orbit and launch planes. Therefore, S is defined by:
A A /\
S = RL cos/? + E
and in both orbit and launch planes. Another unit vector:
A /\ A.
Ep = S x W
can be obtained such that it is in the launch plane and also normal
A A ' : ' • • . ' • ; A
to W. Thus, ED can now be rotated into the desired unit vector U by:p
 <
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Launch Targeting (Continued)
A ^ x ' ^ • A J
(Ja - W *-** ~*~ EP 5|*
where Ai is the angle between the orbit and launch planes.
Now, if we define the vehicle inertial or platform coordinate system
with the XZ plane coincident with the launch plane and X-axis along
A A
the radial through the launch pad, R. and W become
1
o
o
A
W -
6
\
0
Then E becomes:
A
e
o
O
I
and S becomes:
A
s -
1
•
6
_o _
C,c*£ -f
~ O
0
ii
SlH/4:r
£,&$£
O
,4*v* &
—
The unit vector Ep is:
A
£p ^
~<u><>4} r
p |x j
-1' W/!!j L_
o n
1
c _
-~-
~- s.n A
O
— <LO!>X5 —
Therefore, the desired unit vector U is
O
a os 4
Ax.-
6O5/J
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5.2.2 Launch Targeting (Continued)
Now we have to define the angle between the launch plane and desired
orbit plane. This 1s accomplished by describing a unit north vector,
A A
W . The vector W is obtained by defining the earth's angular
momentum in vehicle inertia! or platform coordinates and then reducing
that vector to unit form. The development of the earth's angular
momentum vector 1s shown later. By observation of Figure 3:
A A5iiA r= w^* s •=
From spherical trigometry: .
and
and
Then the desired angle is:
Ax.' = A p - <<
The symbols SSG, SCIL, SAP, and SSALF are the coded symbols used
1n INITIA for the respective defined values.
22
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5.2.2 Launch Targeting (Continued)
The angle e is selected as a function for optimizing the launch trajectory.
Different values of e were tried and a value of -17° was selected
as near optimum for an orbit plane inclination of 55°.
5.2.3 Coordinate Systems
The INITIA subroutine recognizes two basic coordinate systems.
These are the earth inertial system (Xp, Yp, and Zp) and vehicle
inertia! or platform system (Xp, Yp, and Zp). Both systems are
earth centered and maintain a fixed relationship between each other
as shown in Figure 4. The Zp axis points north .along the earth'.s
rotation axis. The Xp axis points toward the intersection of the
equator and the ecliptic with the positive .sense in the descending
node of the ecliptic. The YF axis completes the right handed ortho-
gonal triad.
The platform system is taken with the Xp axis along an earth's radial
directed away from the earth's center. The Yp axis is taken as
normal to the launch plane and directed to the right. Zp completes
the right handed orthogonal triad pointing downrange. The TIP
transformation provides for the relationship between these two
coordinate systems. The rotational references are shown .in Figure 5.
The actual transformation about the Xp axis is,programmed as a
rotation about (f/2 - AZ). If these equations , shown in the flow
chart of Appendix A for INITIA, are expanded, they would reduce to
the form shown in Figure 5.
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5.2.4 Miscellaneous Functions of INITIA Subroutine
The INITIA subroutine is used to provide the earth's angular momentum
vector in platform coordinates. Referring to Figure 4 geometry we
can readily see that:
n
A = 90° -
u>ep(D = ue cos A
a) (2) = u sin A,sin A
ojg (3) ='u) cos AZ sin A
The earth"s angular momentum vector expressed in platform coordinates
is used to develop the 0 unit vector used in computing U shown
in Figure 3. The "uT vector is also used in EOM, TARGET, AERO, and
READO subroutines.
The INITIA also provides for initial values of inertial position,
velocity, and acceleration in platform coordinates. The values are
used in the EOM subroutine to initialize the respective integrators.
26
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5..3 LAUNCH GUIDANCE MATH MODEL (GUIDAN)
Flow charts and symbol definitions of GUIDAN are shown in Appendix A.
The GUIDAN subroutine is used to provide desired inertial attitudes
to the AUTOPI or AUTOP2 subroutine during a nominal launch. The autopilot uses
these desired angles with actual vehicle angles to control the thrust
vector. This keeps the vehicle going in the desired direction during
the launch portion of vehicle flight. Whenever an abort is commanded,
GUIDAN relinquishes control of the vehicle to the ABGUID subroutine.
The GUIDAN subroutine requires input data listed in Table IV. GUIDAN
outputs are inertial angles to the AUTOPI as given below:
Coded
Sym
GTHED
GPSID
GPHID
Engr
Sym
*v
p
Nomenclature
inertial pitch angle
inertial yaw angle
inertial roll angle
These angles represent the only outputs from GUIDAN required by
other subroutines.
A functional flow chart of the GUIDAN subroutine is shown in Figure 6.
The vehicle follows a prescribed pitch angle for a designated time.
Guidance selection is made by assigning a value to GTPPC0. After
time designated by GTPPC0, the simulation uses E-giiidance to guide
the vehicle. Acceleration limits of 2.5 g's for the launch configu-
ration (booster/orbiter) and 3 g's for the orbiter alone configuration
are utilized by the guidance procedures. Regardless of the situation,
27
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TABLE IV INPUT DATA REQUIRED BY GUIDAN SUBROUTINE
CODED
SYM.
SRD
SYD
SRDOTD
SYDOTD
SZDOTD
SUQ
ERP
EVP
AZCF
EXCG(AMT0T)
EYCG(AMT0T)
EZCG(AMT0T)
EATT
EPT
GC0(1)
GC0(2)
GC0(3)
GOT
EGEFF
GEGVEL
GTPPC0
IES
ISEP
GTA(12)
PI
T
ENGR.
SYM,
RD
YD
RD
YD
ZD
Uq
v P
"Vp
ZCF
XCG
YCG
ZCG
ATI
—
—
ALB
ALO
—
—y
e
—
—
—
—IT
___
NOMENCLATURE
Orbit insertion target
Orbit insertion target
Orbit insertion target
Orbit Insertion target
Orbit insertion target
Unit vector normal to orbit plane
Inertia! position
Inertia! velocity
Reference engine cluster location
Vehicle center of gravity location
Vehicle center of gravity location
Vehtcle center of gravity location
Vehicle thrust acceleration
Fractional throttle setting
Time to go limit
Acceleration limit
Acceleration limit
GUIDAN..cycle time
Gravity acceleration
Engine exhaust .gas velocity
Time to terminate .pitch angle lookup
Engines on
Separation ,
Pitch angle
Constant
Mission time
28
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5.3 LAUNCH GUIDANCE MATH MODEL (GUIDAN) (Continued)
desired accelerations are computed. These are used to provide the
inertial angles that locate the direction of the available thrust in
platform coordinate space.
5.3.1 COORDINATE SYSTEMS
The basic coordinate system used in GUIDAN is the platform system
described in section 5.2.3. GUIDAN erects a guidance coordinate
system which is referenced to the platform system. The launch
guidance plumbline coordinate system is shown in Figure 7. The Xg-Axis
is taken along a radial pointing away from the earth's center and out
of the paper in Figure 7. The Zg-Axis is in a local horizontal plane
A
normal to Xg and U . Thus, ZQ is directed downrange and parallel
to the launch plane. The Yg-Axis completes the righthanded orthogonal ,
triad. ,
The desired inertial attitude angles are shown in Figure 8. The
inertial pitch angle eDI locates the desired acceleration vector
with respect to platform Xp axis, where the sub P denotes platform
coordinates. The actual computation is:
Ar
eD1 » TAN-1 'D3
locates the projection of body X-axis in the XpZp plane with respect
to Xp-Axis. Then:
eD = -eD1 + TAN-1
ZCF " ZCG
where ZCF is the engine thrust centerline offset.
30
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5.3.1 COORDINATE SYSTEMS (Continued)
The negative sense is taken as nose down. The body axis coordinate
system is explained in section 5.4.3.
The inertial yaw angle ijim is computed byiDl
= SIN -1 D2
This locates the desired acceleration with respect to the XpZp plane.
4>D locates body X-axis with respect to the XpYp plane and is:
=
 *D1
t
- TAN"1
— v - ~
YCG
_
XCG_
The inertial roll > 4>D» is the remaining rotation about the Xp axis.
The LASS <j»D' is maintained at zero. Since, travel over the earth's
surface is not too extensive, the remaining <j>D necessary to keep
wings level is ignored. The order of rotation is nose up, nose right,
and then roll in the counterclockwise sense about Xp.
5.3.2 PITCH PROFILE GUIDANCE
During initial portions of the launch, the vehicle is forced to fly a
canned pitch inertial angle. The actual pitch angles used are shown
in Table V. Time is used to enter the table and linear interpolation is
used to obtain intermediate values. Pitch angle is inserted as negative
angles, since the angles are defined as nose up being in the positive
sense.
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5.3.2 PITCH PROFILE GUIDANCE (Continued)
Pitch angles are selected from the pitch profile table until a preset
time, GTPPC0, is reached. GTPPC0 is termed pitch profile cutoff time.
Thus, data is taken from the profile table for any time duration from
launch to the maximum value in the table. It should be noted, launch
guidance used is not arranged in a form to be used as two stage guidance.
The booster operates in a constant thrust mode until a 2.5 g limit is
reached. At that time thrust is limited so the booster fHesin a constant
acceleration mode. In order for pitch profile guidance to be compatible
with the E-guidance, used in LASS, GTPPC0 should not be set less than
the time to booster thrust transition. A GTPPC0 time of 212 seconds
is presently being used in LASS.
TABLE V INERTIAL PITCH PROFILE TABLE
TIME PITCH ANGLE
(Sec) , (Radians)
14 -.02189
20 -.'06383
30 -.10598
40 -.15467
50 -.22454
60 -.31066
100 -.81915
120 -1.04268
140 -1.21357
180 -1.41588
220 -1.56391
240 -1.59823
Present LASS program is arranged to compute desired acceleration, ADp,
in platform coordinates. When in the pitch profile mode of guidance,
is computed but not used. However, in E-guidance mode of operation A
is developed and used to compute the desired inertial angles.
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5.3.2 PITCH PROFILE GUIDANCE (Continued)
Six seconds prior to time equal to GTPPC0,branching is accomplished to
compute an initial estimate of time-to-go, TGQ, This time is an estimate
of time remaining to achieve orbit insertion. The estimate serves to initialize
E-guidance with an initial value of TGQ based on present velocity and
effective gravity. A discussion of the TGQ equations can be found in
the next section,
5.3.3 E-GUIDANCE
The use of E-guidance depends on a good estimate of time, TGO, remaining
to reach targeted orbit insertion, Effective gravity. qeff, and TGO has a
large effect when determining velocity to. be gained, Vg. But Vg is used to
provide TGQ. Thus, an iteration loop is formed, For this reason, TGQ
is initialized when in the pitch profile mode of ^guidance, as noted
previously.
TGQ is obtained by first erecting the plumbline coordinate system, This
is accomplished by computing unit vectors:
URp = DA/IT (Rp)
where U is the unit normal to the orbit plane and Upp, Uyp, and U,n
A A A,
correspond to XG, YG, and ZG in Figure 7 respectively. URp, Uyp, and Uzp
are expressed in the platform coordinate system and form a direction
cosine transformation matrix relating the platform and plumbline coordinate
systems. Present vehicle inertial velocity is converted to velocities in
the plumbline system by:
34
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E-GUIDANCE (Continued)
R
0y
z
—
f\
— — — —
Uvp
I<5»pl
„
Vp
•
Since INITIA has already provided the desired target velocities, the velocity
to be gained in the plumbUne system is
— *
«
* O*
v
-
_._ ^ _—
Vo
4
—
" R 1
9
Where RG, YG, and ZG correspond to XG, YG, and ZG plumbline coordinate
axes respectively.
By taking into account gravity effects, the velocity to be gained in the
platform system is
I i
A , A I
XRP
Now, if we define
T -~
where A-. is thrust acceleration, TGQ is computed in its first approximation
by
T -I Go ~ \ -
The actual derivation of TGQ equation is found by solving the character-
istic velocity equation found in the references. These equations form the
iterative loop which provides TGQ to be used in the guidance equations.
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5.3.3 E-6UIDANCE (Continued)
The guidance equations used in LASS recognize the separation of the vehicles.
For this reason a pitch profile is provided up to separation, In actual
practice, the selection of a pitch angle from the profile table can be
terminated when the booster/orbiter configuration is in the constant acceleration
mode of operation without much effect on results attained, If termina-
tion occurs while in the constant thrust mode of operation, Tgg computation
and guidance equations must reflect two stage method of launch. The two
stage effects have not been placed in LASS but are available and could
be added.
The actual guidance equations are divided into two parts. These are
constant thrust, where the vehicle is allowed to use all the available
thrust the engines can provide, and constant acceleration, where the
engines are throttleddown to maintain a constant vehicle acceleration.
The starting point for constant thrust E-guidance is to define a time (Tp. )
until limiting acceleration (A. ) is reached. An estimate of Tp. is
accomplished by
Ve Ve
TFLr -j: A"[
where, V is the exhaust gas velocity of the engines and AT -fs the total
acceleration. The characteristic velocity equation for constant thrust is
AVx = Ve In
t-T
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5.3.3 E-GUIDANCE (Continued)
where, T is the time deration of constant thrust and T is the time to
consume the mass of the vehicle and computed previously. This equation
can be written as
i^ V i - T
Then
= Ve li I- 'FL
r
represent velocity gained by a constant thrust for Tp. seconds. During
constant acceleration time to go is simply
T Velocity to be gained
Then the TGO equation for constant thrust followed by constant accele-
ration is |~1V6| +
T>,0 = T,FL
where AVi is taken in its negative sense and represents the velocity
gained during Tp, seconds of constant thrust, The bracketed term represents
velocity to be gained at the instant that throttling starts to occur.
The Guidance problem now becomes one of dividing the available
thrust acceleration into its components in a manner which allows
the eventual attainment of targeted conditions. From Figure 9 we
see that
37
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5.3.3 E-GUIDANCE (Continued)
= T
where AR and Ay are in launch guidance plumbline coordinates and
AH is the remaining thrust which is allowed to build up downrange
velocity. Then we assume that we can relate the desired acceleration
components by
where A, B, C, and D are linear coefficients and t is interval of
time over which the equations are solved. Now by neglecting, the
gravity term and considering only the AD equation.K
~ ± AT(A
The first integration yields:
• x-T'o /-
o)-R(o)= AJ .AT'(^ cU- + 8 f
The second integration yields
i/
&0
 s
 JT
/ [ fO L 'c
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5.3.3. E-6UIDANCE (Continued)
Let use define
f
- /" J
x
6
°
We are considering the case where the vehicle is presently in the
constant thrust mode and will be eventually in constant acceleration mode,
Since AT is a discontinuous function over time TQQ, the integrals must
be redefined to be
ti
TpL
 T60
° ^ *"**
 +
 A>L
TFL,
t
FU
TFL -i / P /
1 f A,(<^h,U-+- f ]
L Jo J ;T L
f \
where AT(S) = e and A. is a constant.
T-S
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5.3.3 E-GUIDANCE (Continued)
The integrals are evaluated to
Au - -Ve U (l~ -Tp) •* ALCT^-TFI
2
 T 'Mo " I rt y
- T Ve^ 1.0 - ^  ^ TFL - TW.V, 1*0-
Ve Tru ( ^  - 7«^ ) ^ 4^ fa* --ST
These equations of the integrals are found in the references and are
the forms programmed in LASS,
For the case where the vehicle is in the constant acceleration mode the
integral equations are readily simplified to
All " AL T60
A - A Tiz V 'GO
A21 " A12
A = A TM22 A 'GO
Where T is
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5.3.3 E-6UIDANCE (Continued)
Consider once again the equations
- An
These equations are solved for A and B to obtain
t-
A
where A is the determinent of the coefficients. In a similar manner,
for the out of plane component of acceleration,
c r - A ,,. [ycT«»)-yto)-wobfel ^  A a
The quantities R(T60). R (TGQ), Y(TGQ) and Y(TGQ) are the targeted RQ,
• • .
RD, YD, and YD quantities respectively, The terms R(0), R(0), Y(0),
and Y(0) are present condition of the vehicle |Rp| , R, (U .Rp), and Y
respectively. The quantity(U . R^p)is the present vehicle position
normal to the orbit plane.
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E-GUIDANCE (Continued)
The term Rp represents the present vehicle inertlal position.
All of the above equations are used to provide the desired acceleration
components which are
AR = AT (A + Bt) - geff
!
AY = AT (c + Dt)
where t 1s the time interval between solutions of these equations,
The remaining thrust acceleration, if any, is used to gain downrange
> . »»
velocity Z. The remaining component Z, 1s
A,, =
:J
These accelerations are converted from plumbline coordinates to platform
coordinates using the conversion matrix obtained from the unit vectors.
The matrix has been described previously and the desired accelerations are
DP
_ 1 '
Ay
Referring to Figure 8 the Inertlal attitudes are computed .1n a conventional
manner as noted previously. 'Again, the inertial roll angle is constrained
to zero.
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5.4 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Flow chart and symbol definitions of the EOM subroutine are shown in
Appendix A. The EOM subroutine is used to simulate the vehicle propulsion
system and vehicle relationships in space and executed five times a second.
Thus, the EOM provides vehicle attitude rates with respect to body
coordinates and inertial attitudes, inertial velocities, and inertia!
positions with respect to platform coordinates. The EOM subroutine is shown
in functional form in Figure 10 and requires the input information shown in
Table V. ,
As shown in Figure 10, the EOM subroutine provides thrust acceleration in
two forms. The first is with thrust limiting and the second is without
thrust acceleration. The ratio of desired thrust acceleration limit to
unlimited thrust acceleration is termed fractional throttle setting (EPT).
>, • •
The EOM subroutine outputs are shown in Table VI. These outputs are
required by AUTOPI or AUTOP2, GUIDAN, AERO, and ABGUID subroutines.
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TABLE H INPUT INFORMATION REQUIRED BY THE EOM SUBROUTINES
CODED
SYM.
AMT
AUGRAV
DFAB
DMAXB
DMAYB
DMAZB
EAEB
EAE0
EBP(12)
EBY(12)
EBP0
EL(12, 3)
EL0(2,3)
EMXX(AMT)
EMXZ(AMT)
EMYY(AMT)
EMZZ(AMT)
EPA1
ETSLB(12)
ETSLO
EXCG(AMT)
EYCG(AMT)
EZCG(AMT)
ENGR.
SYM.
MT
Ag
FAB
MAXB
MAYB
MAZB
AEB
AEO
a,
B,
BPO
—
—
Mxx
Mxz
MYY
MZZ
PSL
TSLB
TSLO
XCG
YCG
Zr.R
NOMENCLATURE
vehicle mass remaining
Acceleration due to gravity
Aerodynamic forces
Aerodynamic moment
Aerodynamic moment
Aerodynamic moment
Booster engine nozzle area
Orbiter engine nozzle area
Engine pitch gimbal angles
Engine yaw gimbal angles
Engine pitch gimbal angle offset
Booster engine locations
Orbiter engine locations
Moment of inertia about body X-axis
Moment of inertia about body XZ plane
Moment of inertia about body Y-axis
Moment of inertia about body Z-axis
Atmospheric pressure at sea level
Booster engine thrust at sea level
Orbiter engine thrust at sea level
Center of gravity location
Center of gravity location
Center of gravity location
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TABLE H INPUT INFORMATION REQUIRED BY THE EOM SUBROUTINES (Continued)
COOED ENGR.
SYM. SYM. NOMENCLATURE
IES — Engines on
ISEP — Vehicle separation
P P Ambient atmospheric pressure
d
TIP(3, 3) — Relationship between platform and earth
inertial coordinates
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TABLE VII OUTPUT OF EOM SUBROUTINE
CODED
SYM.
ATENG(12)
ETHETA
EPSI
EPHI
EPB
EQB
ERB
EPT
EVP(4)
ERP(4)
EATT
EGEFF
EHV
ELATC
ELONGC
ERF(4)
ENGR.
SYM.
TT
6
V
4
Pb
Qb
Rb
—
VP
Rp
AT
—
Hv
xv
*v
R
NOMENCLATURE
Total engine thrust
Y platform rotation
plj 1 OV*
Z line of nodes rotation - Angles
X body rotation
Angular body rate, Roll
Angular body rate, Pitch
Angular body rate, Yaw
Fractional throttle setting
Velocity vector in platform coordinates
Position vector in platform coordinates
Thrust acceleration
Magnitude of gravity
Altitude from oblate earth
Geocentric.latitude
Geodetic longitude
Position vector in earth inertial coordinates
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5.4.1 Coordinate Transformations
The EOM subroutine recognizes two basic coordinate systems. These
are the platform system and the body system. At the instant of launch,
both of these coordinate systems are coincident. The platform coordinate
system is described in section 5.2.3. The body coordinate system is vehicle
centered. Body X axis points out the nose of the vehicle. Body Y axis
points to vehicle right. The Body Z-axis completes the righthanded ortho-
gonal triad and points toward the earth when the vehicle is in level
flight. Roll rotation is positive in the counterclockwise sense with
right wing down and is a rotation about the body X-axis. Yaw is a
rotation about body Z with positive in the sense of nose right. Pitch is
a rotation about body Y axis with positive in the sense of nose up.
The rotations involved in the transformation from body to platform
coordinates is shown in Figure 11. The matrix is constructed in a
rotational order of nose up (pitch), nose right (yaw), and rotation
about platform X-axis (roll). The resulting matrix is the EB (3, 3)
shown in flow chart in Figure A-4. Detailed information concerning the
transformation is shown in the references.
5.4.2 Thrust Limiting
In order to obtain a fractional throttle setting, actual vehicle
accelerations are computed without thrust limiting. Engine thrust is
obtained by summing sea level thrust and altitude effects. This gives:
TTA = TSL + A ( PA1- P>
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5.4.2 Thrust Limiting (Continued)
where A is engine nozzle exit area, P^, is atmospheric pressure at
sea level and P is ambient atmospheric pressure. These are converted
to body coordinates using:
= TTA
are
 engine pitch and yaw angle respectively. It is
recognized that these equations must be summed over all active engines
on the vehicle. The resulting forces are summed with the aerodynamic
forces and using present vehicle mass the translational accelerations
are found.
~ = T
where F.p are aerodynamic forces in body coordinates, My is vehicle
mass, TBA is unlimited thrust forces in body coordinates, and ABA
is unlimited acceleration in body coordinates. This acceleration is
converted to units of g's and
is the fractional throttle setting, where AL is the limiting accelera
tion constraint placed on the vehicle.
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5.4.3 Mechanics of Motion
The actual vehicle thrust is provided by:
TT=TTA(EPT)
where I,., is unlimited thrust and EPT is the fractional throttle setting.
Vehicle acceleration, AB, in body coordinates, is computed in the same
manner as Section 5.4.2, but using the limited thrust terms.
i
Moments due to thrust are computed by the following equation set:
NE
" r x B - j f j V> t^1 '2^-TBYm CUi,3)-zCG]
NE
MTYB = z TBX(I) [L(I. 3) -ZCG]+TBZ(I)[XCG ' L(I
NE
MJ2B = E -TBX(I)C L(I» 2)] ' TBY(I) [XCG " L(I»
where:
MTXB' MTYB TTZB= moments al)OUt x> Y» and 2 axfis respectively
TDV, TDV, TD, = thrust components along X, Y, and Z axesBX BY BZ respectively
L(I, J) = engine locations where I is engine number and J =
1, 2, 3 corresponds to distance from X, Y, or Z axis
respectively
XPQ, Y—.,, Z-G = Components of center of gravity position
NE = number of engines
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5.4.3 Mechanics of Motion (Continued)
These equations are found in enclosure C of Reference 1,
The angular, rates and angular positions are found in conventional manner.
• •
Equations (10-11) on page 380 of Reference 2 are linear in Pn, QB> and
Rg. They are solved simultaneously to yield angular body rates.
M
 =
 MTXB + MAXB + %RB (IYY ' >ZZ> + WxZ + MXRCS
j
N
 '
 MTZB + MAZB + PBQB(IXX ' JYY> "V^XZ + MZRCS
MIZZ + NIXZ
8
MTYB + MAYB + PBRB <!ZZ " V + <RB "'PB> TXZ
lyy . - . : .
A . MIXZ+NIXX
K -
where:
• • •
PB, QB, Rg = angular rates about X, Y, and Z axes respectively
I.R = moment of inertia about the A axis due to moments about theAB
 B axis;
MnvD» MAVD» Mn-7D = aerodynamic moments about the X, Y, and Z axesAXB AYB AZB
 respectively.
MXRCS' MYRCS' MZRCS = Moments reflecting pseudo RCS function during
coasting flight.
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5.4.3 Mechanics of Motion (Continued)
Equations 4-103 found on page 134 of Reference 3 are linear in e, <l».
and 4>. These are solved simultaneously to yield the euler angle rates
expressed by:
Q0cos<j)
9 • B
COS cos
i|> = QBsin 4. + RBCOS 4,
cos
 *
 +
 Rtani'' S1'n
where the righthanded coordinate rotations are:
e = Y platform rotation
\l> = Z line of nodes rotation
4> = X body rotation
Pn, Qg, and Rn are found by simple integration using:
PB - PB + .2 (PB)
QB - QB + .2 (QB)
RB = RB + .2 (RB)
where .2 represents the rate at which the EOM is executed in simulated
time.
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5.4.3V Mechanics of Motion (Continued)
The Euler angles are determined by Integration of e, i|i, and <j> respec-
tively. The angle e is found by:
* 1. AX (e^ r ^PRESENT)
A
This equation represents a typical angular integration using a trapezoidal
technique which assumes a linear change in values. The angle e can be
considered to be represented by some function which is a Taylor
series expansion, such that:
Only the first two terms are used. The integration technique is demon-
strated in Figure 12. The total angle accumulated in^t seconds
• *
corresponds to the shaded area. This area is At (ePAST) + ^ At (
* * «
- C^PAST^ = ?5^t ^PAST +^PRESENT^ Therefore, © used in the
equation is the average Of the present and past angular rates
andAT is .2 seconds, which is the repetition rate of the EOM
subroutine;. The remaining angles^ and 0 are found in a similar
manner.
If the above procedure is used to predict a future data point, the
equation becomes:
**
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5.4.3 Mechanics of Motion (Continued)
This procedure is accomplished to provide inertia! velocity. Since
inertial velocity is a function of gravitational acceleration and
accelerations due to external forces on the vehicle, the desired
Sector is:
y = Vpo + ^  AT /p PRCSEAJT - vp PAST
r ^
whereat is .2 seconds, the cycle time of the EOM subroutine, and G
represents gravitational acceleration. Then, Vp is a predicted value
that determines what the velocity will be at the time position is
calculated. Position vector is determined by:
PRESFA/T "I" p PAST
Vehicle position vector is transformed to earth inertia! coordinates
by using the TIP transformation provided by the INITIA subroutine.
This vector 1s formed by:
T „*-.
. [TIP] [T,]
Present vehicle latitude and longitude is:
IM
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5.4.3 Mechanics of Motion (Continued)
where u> is the earth's angular rotation and T is ground elapsed time
since launch. Altitude above an oblate earth is provided in a conven-
tional manner by:
where TF is the earth flattening factor and R is the mean earth
radius at the equator.
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5.5 AERODYNAMIC SUBROUTINE (AERO)
The main functions of the aerodynamic subroutine, AERO, are shown in
Figure 13, which also shows three subroutines called by AERO. These
subroutines, COEF, COEFO and ATMOS3, are integral parts of AERO and are
!
described in Paragraphs 5.5.3, thru 5.5.5, respectively. Inputs to
and outputs from AERO are shown in Tables VIII and IX.! Detailed flow
charts of AERO are shown in Appendix A, Figure A-5 and a program listing
is given 1n Appendix B.
5.5.1 General Description
The first series of operations performed1in the Aerodynamics Subroutine
(AERO) erects a thrust plane coordinate system. From this coordinate
system, the inertia! flight path angle, gamma, is computed. Next, a
relative flight path angle, gamrnar, is computed by accounting for the
earth's rotational rate. A transformation matrix relating the body to
the platform by the direction cosines is then used to obtain .the body
velocities. The body velocities are then corrected for earth's rotation
to obtain body velocities relative to the air. The body velocities
relative to the air are used to compute the angle of attack, Alpha, and
the sideslip angle, Beta.
After converting the altitude in feet to altitude in meters, the
Atmospheric Subroutine (ATMOS3) is called. The ATMOS3 subroutine
provides, as inputs, unitless scale factors as a function of altitude
for: the atmospheric pressure, p; the molecular temperature, T^ .; the
density of the air, p; and the speed of sound V$.
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TABLE VIII - INPUTS TO AERO SUBROUTINE
CODED
SYM.
AMTOT
ANSW
(8)
EXCG
EYCG
EZCG
H
ISEP
PITCH
f»
Q3
/ *> \(3)
ROLL
RP
(4)
VP
(4)
WEP
YAW
ENGR.
SYM.
MTOT
AN(I)
XCG
YCG
ZCG
h
*SEP
6
Cxo'Cyo
c
zo
mo* no
*
R_P
"vnP
WEP
*
SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE
Total mass remaining
Ratio inputs from ATMOS3
X-body e.g. location
Y-body e.g. location
Z-body e.g. location
Vehicle altitude i •-.,.
I
Separati on di screte
Inertial pitch angle from EOM
, Aerodynamic force coefficients from COEF
Aerodynamic moment coefficients from COEF
Inertial roll angle from EOM
Platform radius vector
Platform velocity vector
Earth's rotation vector
Inertial yaw angle from EOM
*,
UNITS
slugs
unitless
ft
ft
ft
ft
discrete
rad
unitless
unitless
rad
ft
ft/sec
ft/sec
rad
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TABLE IX - AERO SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS
CODED
SYM.
ENGR.
SYM.
SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
ALPHA
BETA
FAB
(4)
HM
UMAX
K
MAB
(4)
MACH
Ql
(3)
a
6
"AB
m
max
K
M
M
'AB
M.a.B
Angle of attack
Sideslip angle
Aerodynamic body forces
degrees
degrees
Ibs
Altitude in meters
Maximum altitude for ATMOS3 subroutine
Vehicle configuration
Aerodynamic body moments
Mach number
Mach number, Alpha, and Beta output to COEF
meters
neters
unitless
ft-Ibs
unitless
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5.5.1 General Description (Continued)
After computing the Mach numbeKyM. and the dynamic pressure, q,
the Coefficient Subroutines (COEF or COEFO) are called. These subroutines
interpolates the values of the aerodynamic coefficients (C , C ,
C , Cmo, and CnQ) which are functions of Mach number and Alpha or
Mach number and Beta. These quantities, along with the dynamic
pressure, q; the chord, c; the span, b; the surface area, S; and
the e.g. location (XCG, YCQ, and ZCQ)> are used to compute the
aerodynamic moments acting on the vehicle which are used by EOM.
COEF is used prior to separation and COEFO is used after separation.
5.5.2 Detailed Description ',
The X, Y, and Z e.g. locations (as a function of the mass remaining)
are input for use in the moment equations described later. Next, a
subscript to identify vehicle configuration for data table use is
defined as:
KSEP = rSEP + ]
In addition, two conversion factors for converting degrees to radians
and meters to feet are defined respectively as:
F] = 57.29578
F2 = 0.3048
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5.5.2 Detailed Description (Continued)
A thrust plane coordinate system is then erected as follows
UXTp = UNIT(ifp)
UYTp = UNIT(V X R )
A A A
where:
UZTP " UXTP X UYTP
R = platform radius vector
V = platform velocity vector
the altitude rate, h, is then obtained from
' *
h
- V UXTP '.
•
The magnitude of the down range rate, Z, is:
J
 • »p ' CZTP
The inertia! flight path angle, tf , is then obtained from:
The relative flight path angle, tf
 R, is obtained by subtracting the
earth's rotational rate components in the following manner:
* — A
hLPP = SVLPP * UXTP
. — A
ZLPP = svLpp • UZTP
• • •
he * h " hLPP
LZeJ
rR - TAN-'
where
SVLPP = launch Pad velocity vector
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5.5.2 Detailed Description (Continued)
The vehicle inertia! velocity corrected for earth's rotation is
VA • vp - (WEP x Rp)
where:
= earth's rotation vector
The velocity of the vehicle relative to the air, Vfln, is then
determined as:
"AB1
VABT
VAB2
LVAB3 J
C1C2
-C1S2C3+S1S3
C1S2S3+S1C3
S2
C2C3
-C2S3
-SK2
S1S2C3+C1S3
-S1S2S3+C1C3
VA1
VA2
_
VA3.
where the transformation matrix terminology has 1, 2, 3 corresponding to
e, \i>, <j> and C and S stand for cos and sin respectively. The respective
values composing the matrixare taken from the EOM subroutine and represents
the transpose of the EB(3,3) matrix described in Section 5.4.1. The magnitude
of VAB 1s:
'AB4
The angle of attack, a , is then
-i rv, -
a = tan
If the absolute values of [VAB2 cos(a)] and VABJ are greater than zero,
the sideslip angle, 3 , in degrees is determined from:
Vflno cos(a)
3 = F1 tan
'ABI
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5.5.2 Detailed Description (Continued)
where
F, = conversion factor for radians to degrees
Alpha (a) is then converted to degrees also using the conversion
factor FI.
The altitude in feet is determined from
where:
h
 •
 Rp4 - K5
R . = magnitude of the inertia! radius vector
Kc = earth's radius constantD
The altitude is then converted to meters by the conversion factor
F2 = 0.3048 for use in the atmospheric subroutine (ATMOS3) which is
called next. For continuity, the detailed description of ATMOS3 will
be given later and we will proceed with the description of AERO.
The inputs, AN/jx, to AERO from ATMOS3 are unitless scale factors as a
function of altitude which are used to determine the values for the
pressure, temperature, density, and speed of sound in the units being
used.
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5.5.2 Detailed Description (Continued)
The pressure, p, is determined as:
p = A^ [2116.22] lbs/ft2
where:
AN-j = the ratio of the pressure at the present altitude
to the pressure at sea level
i '
The temperature, T.,, is determined as: .
TN = AN2 [288.16J degrees Kelvin
where:
AN2 = the ratio of the temperature at the present altitude
to the sea level value
The density, p, likewise is:
p = AN3 [2.376885E-3J slugs/ft3
where:
AN., = the density ratio
The speed of sound:
V$ = AN4 [lll6.45] ft/sec
where:
AN. = speed of sound ratio
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5.5.2 Detailed Description (Continued)
From which the HACH number is determined as:
MACH = VAB4/VS
and the dynamic pressure is found as:
2q =
 2 lbs/f
If the magnitude of the vehicle velocity relative to the air (VAB4)
is less than 3 ft/sec and the component in the Y-body direction (VAB2)
is less than 0.01 ft/sec, the sideslip, angle, Beta, is set to zero.
The separation subscript, K, is then set equal to KSEP for use in the
coefficient subroutine and subsequent equations. The MACH number, M,
i
the angle of attack, a , and the sideslip angle, 3 , are then provided
as inputs to the coefficient subroutine COEF or COEFO (which is called next).
The inputs are commanded through the call routine by:
Q = MACH = A]
Q12 = a =
Q13 = 8 = A3
Again, for continuity, the COEF subroutine will be described later.
The inputs to AERO from COEF and COEFO are the interpolated values for the aero-
dynamic coefficients CXQ, C , CZQ, Cmo, and CnQ which are functions
of Alpha or Beta and/or Mach number.
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5.5.2 Detailed Description (Continued)
A calculation is next made for the total dynamic force, F-., by:
FD = q [s(K)j
where:
p
q = dynamic pressure in Ibs/ft
S = effective aerodynamic surface area of the vehicle
K = subscript denoting vehicle configuration (1 = combined
Booster/Orbiter; 2 = Orbiter only)
The aerodynamic forces are then determined, as:
FAB1 = Cxo [FDJ
FAB2 = Cyo LFDJ
FAB3 = Czo L
The magnitude of F. is then determined as
2 h .p , IT 2 2 \hAB4 |_hABl hAB2 hAB3 J
Next, the aerodynamic moment arms are determined by subtracting the
aerodynamic reference coordinates from the e.g. location coordinates as:
Dl = XCG " XREF(K)
D2 = YCG " YREF(K)
D3 = ZCG " ZREF(K)
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5.5.2 Detailed Description (Continued)
The aerodynamic moments are then computed as:
MAB1 = <S [CyoD3 - CzoD2]
MAB2 - <* [Cmo~c<K> + CzoDl ' CxoD3]
MAB3 = "S [Cnob^ - Vi + cxoD2]
where:
c = aerodynamic chord of the vehicle configuration, K
b = aerodynamic span of the vehicle configuration, K
If the magnitude of the body velocity, VAB4, is less than 10 ft/sec,
the heat transfer rate, Q, is set to zero. Otherwise, Q is computed
in two steps by:
QQ1 = 3.15 log
Q = 17600
where:
AN3 = air density ratio
The other numbers are units conversion values.
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5.5.3 Coefficient Subroutine (COEF)
The COEF subroutine uses a linear interpolation of the data tables
for the aerodynamic coefficients (CXQ, C , C , Cmo, and CnQ)
which are functions of Alpha or Beta and/or Mach number. A flow
chart of the subroutine is shown in Appendix A, Figure A-6, and computer
listing is shown in Appendix B. A table of booster/orbiter coefficients
are shown in Table X.
First, the routine determines a Mach number table value greater than
the input Mach number from AERO. A scale factor, SF, is then computed
as: • . .
MACH - MCH(I-I)
SF = MC»U) - MCHU-1)
where:
MCH(I) = table value of Mach number greater than present
Mach number
MCH(I-l) = table value of Mach number less than present
Mach number
The scale factor is, therefore, the ratio of. the present excess Mach
number over the next lowest Mach number table value to the difference
between the next highest Mach number table value and the next lowest
Mach number table value.
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5.5.3 Coefficient Subroutine (COEF) (Continued)
The aerodynamic drag force coefficient(^xo) is only a function of
Mach number and is computed as:
B1 = CX(I-1,K) + [cx(I,K) - CX(I-1,K)] SF
where:
Bl = Cxo
I = ith element of the kth row determined by MCH(I)
K = number of the row as determined by the vehicle
configuration (1 = booster, 2 = orbiter)
CY(I,K) = table value of Cv determined by MCH(I) and
« y\
vehicle configuration, K
C (I-l.K) = table value of the next lower element in
J\
the array
The expression for C is, therefore, the table value of C corresponding
Aw /\
to the next lowest table Mach number, MCH(I-l), plus the difference
between the Cv values corresponding to MCH(I) and MCH(I-l) multipliedX
by the scale factor.
The Z-body aerodynamic force coefficient, C , is a function of both
Mach number and Alpha and is computed in three steps. The first eighteen
elements (1=1 to 18) in the 36 table array correspond to the C value
as a function of Mach number and Alpha equal to 0°. The next eighteen
elements (1=19 to 36) in the same row correspond to the GZ values as a
function of Mach number with Alpha equal to 1 . First, a linear inter-
polation is made between the data points for Alpha equal to zero by
incorporating the scale factor as follows:
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5.5.3 Coefficient Subroutine (COEF) (Continued)
QQ1 = Cz (I-l.K) + [CZ(I,K) - Cz(I-l,K)] SF
where I, K and SF were described earlier. The term QQ1 is just a
scratch-pad erasable location.
Next, a linear interpolation is made between the data points as a
function of Mach number for Alpha equal to one degree, again by use
of the scale factor in the following manner: |
QQ2 = CZ(I+19,K) + [cz(I+20,K) - C2(I+19,K)] SF
The third step computes the value of C by taking the sum of the value
at Alpha equal to zero plus the slope of the curve (QQ2-QQ1) multiplied
by Alpha as follows
B3 = QQ1 + A2 [QQ2-QQl]
where • •• . • .
B3=Czo • • ' . : •
Ap = Alpha ,
The aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient, C , is computed similarly.
ITIO
The Y-body aerodynamic force coefficient, C , and the aerodynamic rolling
moment coefficient, C , are also computed in a similar manner except that
they are functions of Beta and the slope is multiplied by A3(Beta) instead.
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5.5.3 Coefficient Subroutine (COEF) (Continued)
The output quantities of the COEF routine are then:
Bl = Cxo B4 = CM
B2 = Cyo B5 = CN
B3 = Czo Cl = ^
5.5.4 Coefficient Subroutine (COEFO)
The COEFO Subroutine uses a linear interpolation of data tables for the
aerodynamic coefficients (Cx, Cy, Cz, C^, CN> Cg, C^ , C^ f, CN . and
C»i ), These coefficients are functions of Alpha or Beta and/or Mach
numbers. A flow chart of the subroutine is shown 1n Appendix A, Figure
A-7, and a computer listing is shown in Appendix B. A table of orbiter
coefficients Is shown 1n Table XI.
Inputs to the subroutine are through the first argument of the subroutine
argument 11st. These are:
Mach number = A(l)
Angle of attack = A(2) .
Angle of
sideslip = A(3)
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5.5.4 Coefficient Subroutine (COEFO) (Continued)
Outputs of the subroutine use the second and third arguments of the subroutine
argument list. The outputs are:
B(1)=CX
B(2) = Cy
B(3) = Cz
B(4) = CM
B(5) = C
C(3) =
C(4)=CNp
Interpolation is accomplished in a manner similar to that used in the
COEF subroutine. However, the COEFO subroutine uses the Zl function
subroutine to perform the scaling computations used in the interpolations.
5.5.5 Atmosphere Subroutine (ATMOS3)
Figure 14 is a functional description of the atmospheric subroutine,
ATMOS3. The model for ATMOS3 was obtained from "U.S. Standard Atmosphere,
1962" (Reference 16).
The outputs, AN(T)» of this subroutine are shown in Table XII. These
quantities are unitless scale factors of the ratios of the pressure,
density, temperature, molecular temperature, speed of sound, acceleration
due to gravity, molecular weight, and coefficient of viscosity (all as a
function of altitude) to their respective sea level values. As inputs
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TABLE XII- ATMOS3 SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS
CODED
SYM.
ANSW(l)
ANSW(2)
ANSW(3)
ANSW(4)
ANSW(5)
ANSW(6)
ANSW(7)
ANSW(8)
ENGR.
SYM.
AN1
A M
Ftl » f\
AN3
AN4
AN5
AN6
ANy
AN8
SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE
Ratio of atmospheric pressure to sea level value
Ratio of atmospheric temperature to sea level value
Ratio of atmospheric density to sea level value
Ratio of atmospheric speed of sound to sea level value
Ratio of acceleration due to gravity to sea level value
1 ' '
Ratio of atmospheric molecular scale temperature to sea
level value
Ratio of atmospheric molecular weight to sea level value
Ratio of atmospheric coefficient of viscosity to sea level
value
UNITS
unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless
unitless
unit! ess
•
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5.5.5 Atmosphere Subroutine (ATMOS3) (Continued)
to AERO, these quantities are multiplied by the sea level values in
the respective units being used. The inputs to ATMOS3 from AERO are
the present altitude in meters and the maximum altitude for which
the model may be used (500,000 meters in LASS). .All outputs are set
to zero above 500,000 meters, except for the speed of sound ratio
which is set to 0.791785926 above 90,000 meters.
A detailed flow chart of the subroutine is shown in Appendix A,
Figure A-9 and a program listing is given in Appendix B. The input
data tables, HB(10), ZB(14), TMB(24), ALP(24), and X6B(14), are shown
in the data block provided in Appendix A, Figure A-III.
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5.6 MASS CHARACTERISTICS MATH MODEL
The mass characteristics math model is a table look up, based on present
vehicle mass, and an interpolation between given table values. The
using subroutines of LASS obtain data from the mass characteristics
math model using function statements. Whenever a center of gravity
displacement value or a moment of inertia value is desired, the
presence of the properly argumented symbol causes the execution of the
function statement. For example, whenever 6UIDAN subroutine, in its
execution, encounters the statement EXCG (AMTOT), the program is inter-
rupted until FUNCTION EXCG (EWT) returns the proper data value. It should
be noted that EWT, AMT, and AMTOT all represent the present vehicle mass.
Each of the seven function statements;
FUNCTION EXCG (EWT)
EYCG (EWT)
EZCG (EWT)
EMXX '(EWT)
EMXZ (EWT)
EMYY (EWT)
EMZZ (EWT)
in turn call up the FAT subroutine. At the time the FAT subroutine is
called up the vehicle mass table, the proper mass characteristics table,
and present vehicle mass is communicated as arguments of the subroutine.
The mass characteristics data are shown in Table XIII.
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5.6 MASS CHARACTERISTICS MATH MODEL (Continued)
The first function of FAT is to select the mass break points between which
the present vehicle mass, EWT, fall, This establishes a value of K used
to select the desired tabular data from the selected mass characteristics
table. The next function of FAT is to perform the interpolation
;EXCG = X(K-I [WT(K) - EWT] - X(K) [WT(K-I) - EWT]
WT(K) - WT(K-l)
where: X(K) - K break point from desired characteristics table
X(K-l) - (K-l)th break point from desired characteristic table
WT(K) - Kth break point from mass table
WT(K-l) - (K-l)th break point from mass table
EWT - present vehicle mass
EXCG - desired data point that is returned to the requesting
subroutine with the proper symbol identification
Moment and product of inertia data requires a conversion. The function
statement converts the data back to proper form by multiplying the result
by 10 prior to returning-data to the requesting subroutine. This conversion
accounts for moment and product of inertia data being tabulated in millions
2
of slug - ft. form 1n the data tables.
Flow chart and symbol definitions are found in Appendix A.
A listing of LASS is shown in Appendix B.
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5.7 IDEAL AUTOPILOT MATH MODEL
5.7.1 Introduction
After determining the differences between the existing inertia!
attitude angles (EOM) and the desired inertial attitude angles
(Guidance), and transforming the inertial differences to body
angle differences, the Autopilot model controls the vehicle by:
1) computing angular accelerations necessary to rotate the vehicle
about the appropriate axes, 2) computing the necessary thrust moments
to create the desired accelerations, and 3) determining the engine
gimbal angles in pitch and yaw to cause the required thrust moments.
The desired moments about the vehicle axes computed by the Autopilot
may also be used by an RCS system (not included in LASS at this time)
for control of the vehicle when the main engines are off.
The engine gimbal angles computed by the Autopilot model are dependent
upon knowledge of engine configuration and engine locations. Changes
in vehicle configuration and number or location of vehicle engines are
readily accounted for by modifying the Autopilot engine gimbal angle
equations accordingly.
The autopilot math model consists of two subroutines, AUTOPI and ACC.
The detailed description of AUTOPI is given in paragraph 5.7.3. The
detailed description of ACC (acceleration subroutine) is given in
paragraph 5.7.3.3 as a subparagraph of AUTOPI for continuity. Flow charts,
symbol definitions and initialization data for both subroutines are given
in Appendix A and the program listing is given in Appendix B.
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5.7.2 General Description
The Autopilot model is entered five times per second while Guidance
requests new attitude angles only once per second. This necessitates
keeping track of the particular pass through the Autopilot and sub-
scripting certain variables appropriately.
The first computations performed in the Autopilot model shown in
Fig. 15 are vehicle mass calculations. The Autopilot model computes the
desired angular acceleration, thrust moments, and engine gimbal angles
for a vehicle whose mass has been decremented for the next 0.2 sec pass.
Since the EOM model is performed before the Autopilot model , the
vehicle motions as determined by EOM are based upon up to date vehicle
mass, vehicle moments of and products of inertia, and engine gimbal
angles which have accounted for these changes accordingly.
After updating the vehicle mass each pass (0.2 sec), the Autopilot
determines if it is the first pass (Guidance request has been updated).
If it is the first pass, the Autopilot determines the differences
(490, A^D, A<J>D) between the requested inertial attitude angles (6g, ^ G>
(l^ ) from Guidance and the existing inertial attitude angles (e^, ^E» <t>E)
from EOM. The inertial attitude angular differences are then trans-
formed to desired body angular differences by the following equations:
6ERR = Ae
ERR =
A9D = 6ERR
= *ERR
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5.7.2 General Description (Continued)
The Autopilot then determines the impending increment (A9, /MI, A<J>)
between the desired angular changes (A6D, A^p, A-^J,) and the impending
i * * *
angular changes due to existing body angular rates (6h, fya> <J>R) at the
start of the first pass. On the first pass, the Autopilot also sets
to zero the total angular changes accumulated since the start of the
first pass (AS^QJ, AKOT, A^-J-QJ) and the angular changes that would
result if the vehicle rotation about the particular axis were to be
stopped at the end of the pass (^e^p, A%ND» A*END^' If ^ ^s not
the first pass, all the equations mentioned in this paragraph are by-
passed.
The Autopilot then sequentially checks to see if either the body pitch
or pitch rate, body yaw or yaw rate, and body roll or roll rate dead-
? . .• . • .
bands has been exceeded. When a dead-band is exceeded, the Acceleration
Subroutine ACC (Fig. 16) is called to determine the necessary body angular
acceleration to bring about the desired change. If the engines are off,
all angles are commanded to zero.
The Acceleration Subroutine (ACC) attempts to attain, in one second, between
95% and 105% of the body angular change desired (up to 3 degrees).
Angular acceleration and rotational rate limits are provided. If an
angular change greater than three degrees.is requested, the,vehicle is
allowed to coast at or near the rate of 3 degrees per second until the
desired angular change is achieved, at which time the vehicle rate is
cancelled (or nearly so).
95
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5.7.2 General Description (Continued)
The autopilot then computes the desired moment about the particular axis
from:
M = I<X • .
where
M = Desired moment about the particular axis
I = Moment of inertia about the respective axis
°t= Necessary angular acceleration about the axis
The autopilot determines the vehicle configuration (Booster-Orbiter or
Orbiter) and, based upon the particular equations used, computes the
engine gimbal angles required to create the desired moment, The method
of computing the engine gimbal angles is dependent upon the number and
location of the engines for the particular vehicle configuration. Roll
control is accomplished by gimbaling the engines on one side of the body
X-Z plane to a pitch angle equal and opposite to ,the engines on the other
side of the body X-Z plane, forming a couple. The total pitch angle is
the sum of the angles required for pitch and roll. Roll control for the
Orbiter configuration is accomplished by gimbalinq one engine to a yaw
angle equal and opposite to that of the other engine, again forming a couple.
The total yaw angle is the sum of the angle required for yaw and the angle
required for roll.
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5.7.3 AUTOPI Detailed Description
5.7.3.1 Mass Calculations
Based upon whether the separation flag OC^D) has been set or not, the
Autopilot sets the number of engines (i) to ig for the Booster (in = 12)
or to I'Q for the Orbiter (iQ = 2). The mass flow rate (W) for the type
of vehicle engine is determined at the same time, however the same quantity
is used for Wg and WQ in LASS at this time. Tables XIV and XV identify
the inputs and outputs, respectively, for the, AUTOPI subroutine.
Each time the Autopilot is entered (5 times per sec.), the total change
in vehicle mass, AMTQT, and the total thrust, TT are set to zero. The
change in vehicle mass per engine is then computed as:
AMi -w[pT][pE1]tc
where
W = mass flow rate per engine
Py = percent thrust
P-. = percent thrust due to engine out
t = minor cycle time of 0.2 seconds
The total change in mass for the 0.2 second pass is then
AMTQT = EAM.
The total vehicle mass remaining is:
MTOT = MTOT ' AMTOT
If MTO_ is less than the mass cutoff value, MCQ, the vehicle engines are
commanded off (I£S =0).
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TABLE XIV INPUTS TO AUTOPI SUBROUTINE
CODED
SYM.
ACTPAC
ACTRAC
ACTYAC
AGAINP
AGAINR
AGAINY
ALPHPI
ALPHRO
ALPHYA
ATENG
EMXX
EMYY
EMZZ
EPB
EPE
EPHI
EPSI
EPT
EQB
ERB
ET.HETA
ENG.
SYMBOL
a0ACT
VCT
VCT
GP
GR
GY
"eCOM
VOM
VOM
T
Ixx
IYY
hi
*B
PE
*E
*E
PT
•
*B
6E
ORIGIN
OF DATA
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
EOM
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
NOMENCLATURE
Print input of actual pitch acceleration
Print input of actual roll acceleration
Print input of actual yaw acceleration
Print input of pitch system gain
Print input of roll system gain
Print input of yaw system gain
Desired pitch acceleration commanded
Desired roll acceleration commanded
Desired yaw acceleration commanded
Thrust per engine
Moment of inertia about body X-axis
Moment of inertia about body Y-axis
Moment of inertia about body Z-axis
Body roll rate
Percent thrust due to engine out
Inertial roll angle
Inertial yaw angle
Percent engine thrust
Body pitch rate .
Body yaw rate
Inertial pitch angle ,
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CODED
SYM.
EXCG
EYCG
EZCG
.GPHID
GPSID
GTHED
ISEP
J
KP
ENG.
SYMBOL
XCG
YCG
ZCG
D2-U18387-1A
TABLE XIV (Continued)
ORIGIN
OF DATA
9G
!SEP
J
KP
NOMENCLATURE
FUNCTION Distance from engine gimbal plane to e.g.
FUNCTION Distance from X-Z plane of e.g.
FUNCTION Distance from X-Y plane of e.g.
GUIDANCE Desired inertial roll angle
GUIDANCE Desired inertial yaw angle
GUIDANCE Desired inertial pitch angle
MAIN Separation flag
MAIN Pass counter
MAIN Data print flag !
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TABLE XV AUTOPI SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS
CODED
SYM.
ADINCP
ADINCR
ADINCY
ADMASS
ADMTOT
ADPDES
ADPEND
ADPTOT
ADRDES
ADREND
ADRTOT
ADYDES
ADYEND
ADYTOT
AMTOT
AOMEGP
AOMEGR
AOMEGY
APRATE
ARRATE
ENG.
SYMBOL
Ae
A*-
A*
AM
AMTOT
A6D
A9END
A6TOT
i
/\n) • [, [p.
A^ TAT
Ali'n
A
*END
At
"TOT
MTOT
"P
WR
WY
!Bi
DESTINATION
OF DATA
ACC
ACC
ACC
PRINT
PRINT
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
All except
ATMOS3, COEF,
& UTILITY
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
NOMENCLATURE
Impending incremental pitch angle
Impending incremental roll angle
Impending incremental yaw angle
Mass depleted per eng. per 0.2 sec
Total mass depleted per 0.2 sec
Desired pitch angle change
Pitch angle accumulated if vehicle is stopped
Pitch angle accumulated since start of 1 sec pass
Desired roll angle change
Roll angle accumulated if vehicle is stopped
Roll angle accumulated since start of 1 sec pass
Desired yaw angle change
Yaw angle accumulated if vehicle is stopped
Yaw angle accumulated since start of 1 sec pass
Total mass remaining
Desired pitch rate at start of 1 sec pass
Desired roll rate at start of 1 sec pass
Desired yaw rate at start of 1 sec pass
Body pitch rate
Body roll rate
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CODED
SYM.
AYRATE
EBP
EBY
IPITCH
IRESID
I ROLL
IYAW
ENG.
SYMBOL
GIM
D2-118387-1A
TABLE XV (Continued)
DESTINATION
OF DATA NOMENCLATURE
ACC
EOM
EOM
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
Body yaw rate
Engine pitch gimbal angle
Engine yaw gimbal angle
Pitch acceleration calculation flag
Residual acceleration calculation flag
Roll acceleration calculation flag
Yaw acceleration calculation flag
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5.7.3.1 Mass Calculations (Continued)
The total thrust for all engines is summed from:
TT^Ti
where
T. = thrust per engine from EOM .
If the total thrust is less than some minimum value (TMJM B and
the engine gimbal angles are set to zero.
5.7.3.2 Inputs to Angular Acceleration Subroutine (ACC)
Since the angular acceleration computations are identical for all three
axes, only a detailed description of the inputs for a desired angular
acceleration about the Y-body axis (pitch) will be presented. Table XVI
identifies the inputs to the ACC subroutine.
The Autopilot model determines the desired inertial angular change in
pitch (0) during the first pass from: . ;
where
i Ae., = desired angular change
j o_ = desired inertial angular position from Guidance
i
o = existing inertial angular position from EOM
i . '
• \
The desired inertial angular changes in yaw (<JO and roll (<(>) are determined j
i
similarly and are used in the transformation to desired body angular changes ./'
as shown in Section 5.7.2.
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TABLE XVI INPUTS TO ACC SUBROUTINE
CODED
SYM.
ADINCP
ADINCR
ADINCY
ADPDES
ADPEND
ADPTOT
ADRDES
ADPEND
ADPTOT
ADYDES
ADYEND
ADYTOT
AOMEGP
AOMEGR
AOMEGY
APRATE
ARRATE
AYRATE
IPITCH
ENG. ORIGIN
SYMBOL OF DATA
AO AUTOPILOT
A* AUTOPILOT
*<|> AUTOPILOT
A9Q AUTOPILOT
A6END AUTOPILOT
A9TOT AUTOPILOT
A$D AUTOPILOT
A4>£ND AUTOPILOT
A<()TOT AUTOPILOT
A^D AUTOPILOT
A
*END AUTOPILOT
Ai|;TOT AUTOPILOT
Wp AUTOPILOT
WR AUTOPILOT
cjy AUTOPILOT
en . AUTOPILOTb
4>B AUTOPILOT
iD AUTOPILOT
D
I AUTOPILOT
NOMENCLATURE
Impending incremental pitch angle
Impending incremental roll angle
Impending incremental yaw angle
Desired pitch angle change
Pitch angle accumulated if vehicle is stopped
Pitch angle accumulated since start of 1 sec pass
Desired roll angle change
Roll angle accumulated if vehicle is stopped
Roll angle accumulated since start of 1 sec pass
Desired yaw angle change
Yaw angle accumulated if vehicle is stopped
Yaw angle accumulated since start of 1 sec pass
Desired pitch rate at start of 1 sec pass
Desired roll rate at start of 1 sec pass
Desired yaw rate at start of 1 sec pass
Body pitch rate
Body rolil rate' '
Body yaw rate
Pitch acceleration calculation flag
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TABLE XVI (Continued)
CODED
SYM,
IRESID
IROLL
I YAW
J
P
ENG.
SYMBOL
IR
%
•*
J
P
ORIGIN
OF DATA
AUTOPILOT
AUTOPILOT
AUTOPILOT '
MAIN
AERO
NOMENCLATURE
Residual acceleration calculation flag
Roll acceleration calculation flag
Yaw acceleration calculation flag
Pass counter
Atmospheric pressure
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5.7.3.2 Inputs to Angular Acceleration Subroutines (ACC) (Continued)
The impending angular increment (error) that would result if the vehicle
were allowed to coast at its present body rate is also determined on the
first pass from :
A6 = A6D - 9B [TMAJ • •
where
OB = existing pitch body rate from EOM
i ' 'TM/\X = major computation cycle of 1 second
This quantity will be used by the ACC Subroutine to determine if overshoot
is impending and to compensate accordingly.
Two quantities for pitch (AOJQJ and AGr^p) are also set to zero at the
beginning of the first pass and will be discussed later.
The functions mentioned above are performed only on the first pass through
the Autopilot and are by-passed on the next four successive passes of the
major cycle time of one second. The following functions are performed
during all five passes (again describing only the pitch control).
The present body pitch rate, o(IJ), used in the Autopilot and ACC, is set
equal to the present body pitch rate, GB, as determined by EOM. The number
of the pass through the Autopilot is identified by (IJ). The pitch calcula-
tion flag, I , is set to zero and a check is then made to determine if the
absolute value of the desired angular change in pitch, AOD, is greater than
106
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5.7.3.2 Inputs to Angular Acceleration Subroutine (ACC) (Continued)
pitch deadband angle, ODB. If the desired angular change in pitch is
greater than the deadband, the pitch calculation flag, I , is set. If
the angle deadband, eDB, is not exceeded, a check is made to see 1f the
pitch rate deadband, eDg, is exceeded. (It is possible for the desired
angular change, A6p, to be less than the angle deadband upon entering
the Autopilot on the first pass and yet have a significant residual rate).
If the pitch rate deadband, eDB, is not .exceeded, the desired body pitch
angular acceleration, aernM^1^^' is set to zero for this Pass- The
acceleration subroutine is then by-passed and the desired moment about
the Y-body axis becomes zero (from M = la) for this pass. The appropriate
thrust moment equations are then selected, based upon the state of the
separation flag, I<-rp» from which the desired engine pitch gimbal angle is
calculated as described.in detail in the Engine Gimbal Model (Section
5.7.3,4). . - . - . . . . .
If the pitch calculation flag (IQ) is set, AUTOPI calls the Acceleration
Subroutine (ACC) and equivalences the desired angular change,L~, the
impending increment, A> the total angle accumulated,A-rQT» the angle that
would be accumulated at the end of this pass, ArMD> the desired angular
rate, w , and the gain, G, to the corresponding pitch («) variables.
After the acceleration subroutine computes the desired angular accelera-
tion, AUTOPI computes the desired moment and the necessary pitch gimbal
angle to create the desired moment as described in Section 5.7.3.4.
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5.7.3.3 Acceleration Subroutine (ACC)
Control of the vehicle attitude is accomplished by computing the desired
angular accelerations about the respective axes for pitch, yaw, and roll.
Table XVII lists the outputs of the ACC Subroutine. The computations are
identical for all axes; therefore, only a detailed description for pitch
angular acceleration will be presented. Since the Autopilot is entered
five times per sec, the acceleration subroutine may be entered 3 times
each minor cycle (0.2 sec), once each time either the I , I , or I
o if <f
flag is set. A pass counter is therefore maintained equal to the pass
as determined by the Main Program.
The ACC subroutine sets the pass counter IJ =?. 0 and then determines which
calculation flag has been set by the Autopilot,
 ;I , I , or I . .When
the pitch calculation flag, IQ, is set, the five quantities for the body
angular rates, the angular accelerations commanded, and the actual
•
angular accelerations experienced (A(U), <YQM(IJ)» and aACT^IJ^'
respectively) used by the acceleration subroutine, are set equal to the
last five computed values for each of the respective pitch variables:
8.(U).« £QM(U), and a0/\r-r(IJ)- (The corresponding yaw or roll values
would be equivalenced to the I or I flag had been set.
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TABLE XVII ACC SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS
CODED
SYM.
ACTPAC
ACTRAC
ACTYAC
ALPHPI
ALPHRO
ALPHYA
ENG.
SYMBOL
a9ACT
a
<|>ACT
ae COM
%COM
DESTINATION
OF DATA
AUTOPILOT
AUTOPILOT
AUTOPILOT
AUTOPILOT,
AUTOPILOT
AUTOPILOT
NOMENCLATURE
Print output of actual pitch acceleration
Print output of actual roll acceleration
Print output of actual yaw acceleration
Desired pitch acceleration command
Desired roll acceleration command
Desired yaw acceleration command
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5.7.3.3 Acceleration Subroutine (ACC) (Continued)
The next check made by ACC is to determine if the atmospheric pressure
(computed by ATMOS3) is less than 0.75 Ibs. ft,2. If it is, the pitch
o
angular acceleration is limited to 7°/sec rather than the initialized
n
value of 10°/sec . The desired pitch rotational rate, u , is determined
from:
«J^
TMAX
where
to = the desired pitch angular rate, w
AD = the desired pitch angular change, AeD
= one second major cycle
If the desired rotational rate is greater than the 'rate limit, W,TM
(3°/sec), the rotational rate is set equal to the rate limit with the
appropriate sign. The acceleration subroutine then tests to see if it
is the first pass through the Autopilot. If it is, the actual average
angular acceleration experienced is determined by:
-i- 4)3
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5.7.3.3 Acceleration Subroutine (ACC) (Continued)
Where:
• • •
A(IJ) = present pitch body angular rate, e(IJ)
A(IJ + 4) = pitch body angular rate during the
last 0.2 second cycle, e(IJ + 4)
t = time interval of minor cycle,' 0.2 seconds
/ i
!
The acceleration subroutine then determines an appropriate gain constant,
G, for the overall system. It first checks to see if the last commanded
angular acceleration, arQM(U + 4) was zero by testing against a
constant,arcM,of very small magnitude. If the magnitude of CQM^IJ + ^)
is less than aCcM» G is set ot Gj^ = (0.9). (Although the angular
acceleration commanded may have been zero, the vehicle may experience
some angular acceleration due to aerodynamics). Selective application
of the gain to the new angular acceleration to be commanded will aid in
compensating for the aerodynamic moments. The method of applying the
gain is described later. :
If the magnitude of the last commanded angular acceleration is greater
than ctCSM, the acceleration subroutine checks to see if the actual
angular acceleration experienced, aACT(IJ), 1S in tne same direction as that
of the commanded acceleration on the last pass. (An opposing aerodynamic
moment could be sufficiently large enough to cause the vehicle to accelerate
in the opposite direction to that desired.) If the angular acceleration is
111
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5.7.3.3 Acceleration Subroutine (ACC) (Continued)
opposite to that desired, the gain, G, is set equal to G2 (0.7) for
division into the new angular acceleration to be computed on this pass.
If the actual angular acceleration is in the desired direction, a test is
made to see if the actual angular acceleration is greater than 1.67 times
the desired angular acceleration. (The.unknown aerodynamic moment could
just as well be in the direction to aid the desired angular acceleration
resulting in a gain very much larger than 1.) If the actual angular
acceleration is greater than 1.67 (arbitrarily selected constant) times
the desired, G is set to G3(0.9), If it is not greater than 1.67 times the
last commanded acceleration, the gain, G, is computed from:
G =
where: aflrT(IJ) = actual pitch angular acceleration experienced,ML I /T i \
a6ACT(IJ)
arnM(IJ+4)= pitch angular acceleration commanded on the last
pass, a0COM(IJ+4)
The gain, as determined in the above equation, is -then checked to see if
it is less than the minimum gain allowed (GMjN = 0.35 arbitrarily selected),
If it is, the gain (G) is set equal to G..™. (Application of smaller gains
to the new angular acceleration to be computed could result in very large
gains on the next pass. Again, the method of applying the gain will be
described later).
The next calculation made on the first pass is that of ACMD> the total
pitch angular change that would be accumulated if the vehicle were to be
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5.7.3.3 Acceleration Subroutine (ACC) (Continued)
stopped at the end of this 0.2 sec cycle, due to the present pitch
rotational rate, A(U). The equation for AEND is:
= AEND TOT
where: = total accumulated pitch angular change since the
start of the 1 sec major cycle (ATOT is zero
on first pass)
A(U) = pitch angular rate this pass, e(IJ)
t = 0.2 second minor cycle.
On the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th pass through the Autopilot, the calculations
for aACT(IJ) and the gain, G, differ only in the substitution of (IJ-1)
for(IJ +4). On these succeeding passes, a value for total angle change
accumulated since the first pass, A^QJ, is computed (prior to the
computation for AEND) from:
ATOT = ATOT + aACT(IJ) A(IJ-l)
where: A(IJ-1) = pitch angular rate, e(IJ-l), at the start
of the last pass.
The other terms are as previously defined.
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5.7.3.3.1 Acceleration Computations
The acceleration subroutine then checks to see if the residual flag, IR,
is set. If it is, the desired pitch angular acceleration (unadjusted
for system gain) that is needed to cancel the pitch body rate at the
end of this minor cycle is determined as:
aCOM(IJ) = -A(IJ)
If the residual flag is not set, a check is made to determine if
overshoot is impending. If the signs of the impending incremental
•
pitch angle, A, and the. present pitch rate, A(U), differ, overshoot is
impending; e(IJ) is too large or is in. the opposite direction . ; In
either case (overshoot or not), a test is made to .determine if the
total pitch angle to be accumulated after stopping the vehicle, ArND»
is of the same sign as the desired angular change, AD. The reason
is that large aerodynamic moments can cause the vehicle to rotate
or the vehicle was rotating in the opposite direction to that desired.
If the signs for AQ and AEND are alike (for the case with no
impending overshoot) , a test is made to determine if the absolute
value of AEND is greater than 95% of the absolute value, .of the desired
angular change, AD- If AEND is greater than 951 of AD> .the desired
pitch angular acceleration to stop the vehicle is again computed as:
aCOM(IJ) = -A(IJ)
U
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.5.7.3.3.1 Acceleration Computations (Continued)
If AEND is less than 95% of AD, the flow is to a test on the signs
of the present and desired rates. For the cases with or without
overshoot and unlike signs for A^n and AD, the flow comes to the
following decision point. If the sign of the present rate, A(IJ) ,
differs from the sign of the desired rate, u, the desired angular
acceleration is computed as:
CQM (IJ) = a)-
*c
t
If the signs of A(IJ) and u are alike, a test is made on the magnitude
• •,
of the present rate, A,(IJ). If A(IJ) is less than 99% of the desired
rate w, the desired angular acceleration is again computed as:
aCOM(U) = o)-A (IJ)
If the present rate is equal to or greater than 99% of w, a test is made
to see if the present rate exceeds the angular rate limit, u,
 IM(3°/sec).
If the rate limit is not exceeded, the desired angular acceleration is
set to zero.
«COM(IJ) = 0
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5,7,3.3.1 Acceleration Computations (Continued)
If the present rate exceeds the rate limited, the maximum rate is set
equal to the rate limit with appropriate sign by:
AMAX = A(IJ)
A (U)|
And the desired angular acceleration is:
aCOM(IJ) = A - A(IJ)
The main discussion, thus far, has been for the condition of no impending
overshoot (like signs for A(IJ) and A). Both sub-conditions of like and
unlike signs for AEND and AD have been described. In addition, one of
the sub-conditions(unlike signs of A£ND and AQ) has also been described
for an impending overshoot case (unlike signs for A (IJ) and A). The
remaining impending overshoot case with sub-condition of like signs for
•
AEND anci AD (indicating tne initial pitch rate, 9, on the first pass was
too large) will now be described.
•
After determining unlike signs for A(U) and A and then determining like
signs for AENn and AD, the acceleration subroutine checks the magnitude of
AEND VS' AD* ^ t'ie abs°lute value of Ac ls less tnan ^^ of tne al)solute
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5.7.3.3.1 Acceleration Computations (Continued)
value of AD, the desired pitch angular acceleration is computed as
- A(IJ)
c
If the magnitude of Ar^ is greater than 95% of AD, a test is made to
determine if the magnitude of Ar»m is greater than 105% of AQ. If
is not greater than 105% of AD, the pitch angular acceleration to stop
the vehicle is computed as:
aCQM(IJ) = - A(IJ)
c
If A^ND is greater than 105% of AD, the angular acceleration necessary
to reduce the overshoot is computed as:
a ( I J )
 = -1-COM
*c
5.7.3.3.2 Application of System Gain
All of the branches for the various methods of computing the angular
acceleration meet at the same decision point to determine how the system
gain, G, is to be applied. First,a test is made to determine if
separation has occurred (Iccp =1). If separation has not occurred, the
acceleration subroutine determines if this is the first pass (of each major
cycle) through the autopilot. If it is the first pass, the acceleration
subroutine determines if the angular acceleration computed on this pass,
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5.7.3.3.2 Application of System Gain (Continued)
aCf)M(IJ), is in the same direction as the angular acceleration computed
on the last pass, aCOM(IJ + 4). If the signs of aCOM(IJ) and aCOM(IJ + 4)
are alike or if aCOM(IJ + 4) is equal to zero* the gain 1s applied as
follows:
aCOM(IJ) = aCOM(IJ)
If the signs of aCOM(U) and <*COM(IJ + 4) differ, the gain
is applied as follows:
G
If aroM^IJ^ ^s eflua^ to zero, the application of G is immaterial. If it
is not the first pass, the sign test is made for aCOM(IJ-l) instead of
aCOM ^IJ + ^' When seParatlon nas occurred Uccp =1), the gain is
applied as if the signs are alike because of the small aerodynamic moments.
The reason for applying the system gain, G, in such a manner is due to
the aerodynamic moments acting on the vehicle. The autopilot is unaware
of the direction and magnitude of the aerodynamic moments presently acting
on the vehicle. However, it can detect the direction of the aerodynamic
moments that acted on the vehicle during the last minor cycle. If the
acceleration computed for two consecutive minor cycles is in the same
direction, the system gain after the first acceleration command more than
likely is less than one. Conversely, if the gain is less than one and
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5.7.3.3.2 Application of System Gain (Continued)
the desired rotational rate has not been attained, the next acceleration
command will be in the same direction as the last. It is to our advantage,
in this case, to divide the desired angular acceleration by the system
gain.
If the signs of two consecutive acceleration commands differ, the gain
resulting from one will be greater than 1.0 and from the other less than
1.0 (assuming no change in the, direction of the aerodynamic moments). If
the gain after the first acceleration command is greater than 1.0
(aerodynamics aiding), it is to our advantage to multiply the next
acceleration command in the opposite direction by the gain to aid in
i
overcoming the aerodynamic moments which will now be opposing.
If the gain'after the first acceleration command is less than 1.0
(aerodynamics opposing), it is to our advantage again to multiply the
next acceleration command (in the opposite direction) by the gain to
reduce the effect of the aerodynamic moments which will now be aiding.
For the particular case of like signs for two consecutive angular
acceleration commands with a gain greater than 1.0 after the first, it is
again to our advantage to divide the second acceleration command by the
gain to lessen the chance of exceeding the desired change in rotational
rate. This particular case may arise when a change in rotational rate
greater than two degrees per minor cycle (0.2 sec) is requested since the
rt
angular acceleration is limited to 10 /sec .
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5.7.3.3.2 Application of System Gain (Continued)
After application of the system gain, G, a vehicle configuration check
is made (Booster or Orbiter) and a test is made to assure that the
angular acceleration to be commanded is less than the limit for the
vehicle. A check is then made to determine which one of the three cal-
culation flags (I0 , 1^ , or 1^) was set. Since 1Q was set in this des-
cription, the pitch angular acceleration commands(aeCQM(I)) and the
appropriate actual angular accelerations experienced (a .pT(I)) are set
equal to each of the five values for a^OM^ and aACT^' resPect1ve^y-
The corresponding calculation flag (I ) and the residual flag, ^DFCTQ'
are set to zero and the acceleration subroutine transfers control back
to AUTOPI. . ,
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5.7.3.4 Engine Gimbal Model
The engine gimbal model is based on the equation:
M = la
where:
M = total moment of the applied forces about the respective axis
I = moment of Inertia about the respective axis
a = desired angular acceleration about the respective axis
The three moment equations are:
=
 hiai
Mx =
In determining the thrust moments about the respective axes, certain
assumptions are made regarding the thrust forces. The thrust force in
the X body direction from one engine is equal to:
FTX
where:
F-j- = engine thrust
3p = engine gimbal pitch angle
3 = engine gimbal yaw angle
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5.7.3.4 Engine Gimbal Model (Continued)
Similarly the thrust force in the Z body direction from one engine is equal
to:
FTZ = "FT]fin (Bp][fos <f
where the minus sign is due to a positive pitch angle (ep) creating a force
in the negative Z direction.
The equation for the moment about the Y-body axis from one engine is then:
r MY = FTX
i
where: [
X = distance from the engine mounting plane to the vehicle center
^ of gravity
Z = distance from the X-Y plane to the vehicle center of gravity
Z. = distance from the X-Y plane to the engine mounting ce'nterline
of the itn engine.
i
The sum of the moments from all engines is:
+ FTZi[*cg]
= FTl[Z1 - Z ]^[cos(lWl cos <eYi> - FTi[Xcg][Sln (6P^ 1 COS (6Y1>
However, if there were a maximum yaw angle of 7°, each of the two terms above
would be multiplied by 0.9925, since cos (7°) = 0.9925. Because the yaw
angle does not appreciably affect the moment about the Y axis, the
cos (£y) term is ignored in the model such that the equation assumed for the
thrust moment about the Y body axis is:
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5.7.3.4 Engine Gimbal Model (Continued)
cos (BP1)-.FT1 [xcgj *1n (Spi;EMy = FT.i [zi • zcg]i_ -j
5.7.3.4.1 Pitch Gimbal Angle
The above equation is in the form:
My = A cos x - B sin x
where:
A . ,:FT1 \1 - I
B = ,FTi
X =
W
-]
cgj
[A2 + B21
Multiplying the right side of the euqation by r o
 ?"i^[A' + B^ J have:
My = A cos X - B sin X = [A2 + B2]
[A2 + B2]'4
X _ B
 Sin x
[A2 + B2
There is an angle a such that:
A
sin a = . and cos a=
+ B
Through substitution we then have:
f 2 2\^ ~ { "*My = [A + B^J jsin a cos X - cos a sin Xj
From the trigonometric identity:
sin (m-n) = sin m cos n - cos m sin n
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5.7.3.4.1 Pitch Gimbal Angle (Continued)
we then have:
My = A + B
By letting 0 = (a-x)
M + B
sin (a-x)
sin e
Therefore,
o = Sin"1
Since e = a-x,
x = a-(
and since sin a =
a = Sin"1 A
Substituting the two inverse trignometric terms for a and e we have:
3 = x = Sin" - Sin"1
My = The computed desired moment about the Y-body axis (My = lyyuy)
A = The moment about the Y-body axis due to forces in the X-body direction
B = The moment about the Y-body axis due to forces in the Z-body direction
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5.7.3.4.2 Yaw Gimbal Angle
The equation for the thrust moments about the Z body axis is:
FTi
1 - Ycg] + FTY1 ["eg]
[cos V] cos Ti [Xcg]
Similar to ignoring the cos 3» *-erm in the moment about the Y axis, the
cos gp term may be dropped in the moment about the Z axis. However, since
the value of e has already been determined, we will use it for greater
accuracy in the above equation which is In.the form:
Since
= -A cos x + B sin x
-sin (m-n) = sin (n-m) = -sin m cos n + cos m sin n
Mz = A + B sin (x-a)
Letting e = (x - a)
M7 = I/A2 + B2 L-sin e
Since x = o + a
= x = Sin
795
r MZ i
1/9 ?
yA + B + Sin"
1
A|>2* B2
Where: MZ = the computed desired moment about the Z-body axis
-
 YCG] cos (BPi)
B
 =
 FTT EXCG]
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.5.7.3.4.3 Roll Angle (Booster)
In determining rotation about the booster X body axis (Roll), a system is
assumed such that the engines can be gimbaled in the pitch plane angle without
disturbing the existing yaw angle. The engines to the left of the X-Z body
plane (no YC travel assumed) are gimbaled to a pitch angle equal and
opposite to the direction of the engines to the right of the X-Z body plane,
forming a couple. Since the null axis of each engine lies in a plane
parallel to the X-Z plane, the yawing moment will not be altered. The
total pitch angle (Spy) for each engine is the sum of the pitch angle
computed for the moment about the Y body axis (3p) plus the computed pitch
angle for the moment about the X body axis (&RK ; ; •. ' •
The equation for the moment about the X body axis is:
=
FTZi
FTi
_,
Y. - Y 4L ' C9J
Y
' -
 v
"l t1
1
FTYi <Zi - Zcgj
n (ep.j) cos Uy + FTi |_Z1 - Zcgj Sin (6Yi>
where the first term is the moment about the X axis due to forces in the Z
direction, MXFZ, (mainly a function of the pitch angle) and the second term is
the moment due to forces in the Y direction, MXpy, (a function of the yaw angle).
Since the yaw angle (py) has already been computed, the above equation may
be written:
KX - MXFY = MXFZ = FTi [Yi - Ycg] [Sin ((W~j COS ^Y1J
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5.7.3.4.3 Roll Angle (Booster) (Continued)
Solving for the magnitude of the roll portion of the pitch angle (Bp = B .)
necessitates using absolute values for the Y-body engine locations, since
half the pitch angles commanded will be positive and half will be^negative,
such that:
BR = Sin"1
MX " MXFY
Ycg|Cosl3Y1)
The Roll angles commanded are:
R2
R5 "R
R6 ="6R
R7 = BR
R8 = 6R
R9 ="eR
"RR
The total engine pitch gimbal is the sum of the angles computed for pitch
and roll .
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5.7.3.4.4 Roll Angle (Orbiter)
The roll angle for the Orbiter is determined in a manner identical to
that of the Booster. The roll moment is created by qimbaling one engine
above the Z to a pitch angle equal and opposite to that of the engine
eg
belov/ the Z . The equation for the moment about the X-body axis is
identical to the computations for the booster case, except that two engines
are being gimbaled rather than twelve. :
The total engine pitch angle is the sum of the angles commanded for pitch
and roll. These equations are
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5.8 CONVENTIONAL AUTOPILOT MATH MODEL
The AUTOP2 Subroutine Is selectable in LASS. If the KAUT discrete
in the master or FUN routine is set to zero and the engines are on,
the conventional autopilot controls LASS. The AIJTOP2 subroutine is
used to compute total mass remaining of the vehicle and engine gimbal
angles. The autopilot consists of the AUTOP2 subroutine which calls
up the Z2 subroutine. The 12 subroutine is used to interrogate the
autopilot gain table.
5.8.1 AUTOP2 Subroutine •
A functional flow chart is shown in Figure 17, The subroutine is first
used to compute total vehicle mass remaining. Total veh'icle mass is
used in other routines such as to interrogate mass characteristics tables.
The conventional autopilot uses a conventional engine control law. The
form of the control law is
•
6 = aQ + a-, 0£ + &2 0E
where:
6 - engine deflection
a-,, a~ - weighting coefficients or gains
0r - present vehicle attitude error
0r - present vehicle,attitude rate error
The a term is a bias term that corresponds to the engine gimbal deflection
at the end of the present computation cycle. Then
* -A + ? (%i + M6TRIM ~ 5TRIM + '2 TL « E
ao = <2 dTRIM
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where:
D2-118387-1A
AUTOP2 Subroutine (Continued)
p,
LL
- attitude error from the past computation
cycle
provides an estimate of a and is used to compute engine pitch gimbal
deflections.
The specific form of the equations for the first two engine nitch de-
flections are:
= a + 3 ft1P EP 2P
.
alR 6ER +
= a o 1P 2P lR " 3 2R
where:
P
R
1
2
- denotes motion in pitch
- denotes motion in roll
- denotes engine #1
- denotes engine #2
The form of the equations for engine 1 and 2 yaw deflections are:
5Y1 = *Y2 = alY ^ EY + a2Y flEY
where:
y - denotes motion in yaw
These equations are extended to the 12 engine booster configuration by
application of equations shown in flow charts of Appendix A and program
listing shown in Appendix B.
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5.8.1 AUTOP2 Subroutine (Continued)
Attitude and attitude rate feedback from the EOM subroutine is provided
as described in the following.
J is the minor loop pass counter in the main program. J goes to 1 at
the beginning of each major cycle when a new guidance command (desired
Euler attitude) is given. The autopilot logic is set up to use J so
that attitude rate feedback is used on major cycles (once per second)
and attitude feedback is used on minor cycles (5 times per second).
Attitude information is used to derive the desired attitude rate by
numerical differentiation, whereas the actual rate is taken from the EOM
or, in the real vehicle, from rate qyros which are assumed to have no
error. The difference between actual and desired attitude and rates
are transformed to body coordinates using an infinitesimal rotation
transformation matrix as follows:
±60
±60
±68_
=
cot c0* sin* 0
- c0^ sin* c6* 0
siniA , 0 1
"±e~
A*
A*
Body , Infinitesimal Platform
Coordinates Rotation coordinates
Transformation , ,
The differences used for attitude calculation are modified to accommodate
quadrant boundary transition, For example, the desired attitude could
be +179.5° yielding a difference of 1°. The attitude errors are limited
so as not to exceed 2 degrees in pitch and 2.5 degrees in yaw and roll.
These numbers were selected by trial to allow the engine deflection to
peak at about 10 degrees at maximum dynamic pressure during a normal launch,
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5.8.1 AUTOP2 Subroutine (Continued)
The pitch command has a bias which allows the thrust vector to be directed
through the center of gravity. Other than this, the pitch, yaw, and roll
channels are of identical form with rate and attitude feedback to form a
conventional gyro autopilot,
The pjitch and yaw commands are used to drive the pitch and yaw gimbals,
respectively. The roll command is added differentially to the pitch
gimbals to provide roll control. Software engine gimbal stops of 10 degrees
are used.
Variable inputs to the AUTOP2 subroutine are shown in Table XVIII. These
are primarily attitude and rate information provided by the equations of
motion and guidance subroutines. Variable output information is shown
in Table XIX.
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TABLE XVIII AUTOP2 SUBROUTINE INPUTS
CODED I ENGR.
SYM. § SYM.
AFLOWB
AFLOWO
EPB
EPHI
EPSI
EPT ni
EOB
ERB
ETHETA
GPHID
GPSID
GTHED
IES
ISEP
J
NOENGB
NOENGO
PAD
PA1
RAO
RAT
SETGGO
T
YAO
YA1
P
*
V
q
r
9
fr
Yp
'**
al
a2
al
a2
t
a2
SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE 1 UNITS
FUEL FLOW RATE TO BOOSTER ENGINE
FUEL FLOW RATE TO ORBITER ENGINE
BODY ROLL RATE
INERTIAL ROLL ANGLE
INERTIAL YAW ANGLE
THROTTLE SETTING FOR ENGINES
BODY PITCH RATE
BODY YAW RATE
INERTIAL PITCH ANGLE '
DESIRED INERTIAL ROLL ANGLE
DESIRED INERTIAL YAW ANGLE
DESIRED INERTIAL PITCH ANGLE
IES-1, INDICATES ENGINES APE ON
ISEP=1 INDICATES SEPARATION HAS TAKEN PLACE
MINOR LOOP COUNTER
NUMBER OF BOOSTER ENGINES
NUMBER OF ORBITER ENGINES
PITCH ATTITUDE GAIN
PITCH RATE GAIN
ROLL ATTITUDE GAIN
ROLL RATE GAIN
ANGLE BETWEEN BODY X AND THRUST VECTOR atLAUNCI
GROUND ELAPSED TIME
YAW ATTITUDE GAIN
YAW RATE GAIN
rad/sec
rad
rad
PERCENT
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad
rad
rad
rad
DISCRETE
DISCRETE
DISCRETE
rad
sec
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TABLE XIX AUTOP2 SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS
i
f CODED
SYM.
!
i
1
:
!
AMTOT
1 EBP(12)
t
',
I EBY(12)
i
IES
PBERRA
RBERRAii| YBERRA
:
i
!
,
|
1
i
- f>-;':R
'
„ SYVi.
•,
ai
***
a
*™
B>
**
1
*i
9
!
j
1
SP1
j £Yi
4
1
j
i
i ^9I ^^ CD
i!<PEY
'
I
|
!
f1i
i
!
i
i
j
j
|
i
i
(j
M
1 SYMBOL DEFINITION OR" I'SE f
i
! -t\
; . • .
;
| PRESENT MASS OF THE VEHICLE ENGINE GIMBAL| PITCH ANGLE
! ENGINE GIMBAL YAW ANGLEi
4
} IES=1 , ENGINES ARE ON
ii
i VALUE OF BODY PITCH ANGLE ERROR
i • '
' VALUE OF BODY ROLL ANGLE ERROR
I ' 'VALUE OF BODY YAW ANGLE ERROR
, ' - - • • . . ' . -
i
|
1
I
*• «T1J 'JM IF ""- w..^ v>-
i ]
UNITS
.iiiri»unnri~ir irmirr^
j
SLUGS
RAD
RAD
DISCRETE
:
RAD
RAD
1RAD
i
ii
i
i
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5.8.2 12 Subroutine
The 12 Subroutine is used to interrogate the autopilot attitude and rate
gain table. The set of gains are shown in Table XX. When 12 is called,
ground elapsed time is used as a basis to select the gains from the gain
table; These gains were generated by running a nominal simulation to orbit
insertion assuming a control system characteristic frequency of 1.5 radians
per second, Since the abort trajectories to be tested deviate from the
nominal, the gains correspond in application to some other frequency.
This is not considered to be a serious shortcoming since the simulation is
running without bending and slosh considerations and is therefore relatively
insensitive to the control frequency used.
The gains were computed for a nominal launch using the ideal autopilot to
control the vehicle. The actual gains were computed using
al • Wn2 - cl
C2
•
 2i
 "n
C2
where
S - is the damping ratio (set at .7)
W - natural frequency (set at 1.5)
C, and Cy - computed variables depending on angle
of attack and sideslip and vehicle
velocity, altitude, and geometry.
The actual equations used for computing C, and.Cp are described in reference 19.
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TABLE XX - Conventional Autopilot Gains (w= 1.5)
TIME
0
74
140
200
215
216
218
230
300
430
PITCH
PAO
ATTITUDE
1.39
.319
.922
.737
.737
1.08
1.08
1.13
1.02
.871
PA1
RATE
1.30
1.05
.855
.689
.689
1.05
1.05
1.05 •
.954
.797
YAW
YAO
ATTITUDE
1.35
1.05
.968
.720
.720
1.28
1.28
1.26
1.15
.933
YA1
RATE
1.26
1.02
.874
.668
.668
1.19
1.19
1.18
1.07
.870
ROLL
RAO
ATTITUDE
1.67
1.49
1.38
. |
1.20
1.20
1.56
1.56
1.51
1.23
.781
RA1
RATE
1.55
1.39
1.29
1.12
1.12
1.46
1.46
1.41
1.15
.729
Note: Gain table is for 161c delta wing orbiter.
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5,9 ABORT GUIDANCE MATH MODEL .
The abort guidance math model is described in Reference 4 and is implemented
in two phases. The first phase consists of the ABGUID Subroutine which
calls the TARGET Subroutine and is used during the abort where engines are
providing thrust. The second phase consists of the PBC Subroutine which
steers the orbiter when' engines are off and the orbiter is coasting to its
terminal energy state.
The TARGET subroutine performs abort targeting and ABGUID provides the
desired attitudes which form the abort trajectory. The input data list,
shown in Table XXI, and XXII, includes only those items required from other
subroutines in LASS. Output from the abort guidance math model (ABGUID
and PBC subroutines) are the desired euler'angles &D,VD, and^D) and the
simulation termination flag, KGUID, from PBC.
The TARGET subroutine provides ABGUID with the unit vectors (UXGp, UYQP,
A " • • •
and U^gp), target velocity ( VQG or RD, Yp, ZD), target position (Rpg or
RD, Yp, Zp) and effective gravity (TGFIN) at targeted velocities and position.
The ABGUID subroutine provides TARGET with an estimate of time to go (TG«).
The purpose of the abort guidance is to direct the orbiter to a landing site
if something happens to the booster during launch. The. abort maneuver itself
is in two parts. The first part is an orbiter burn to an intermediate target
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5.9 ABORT GUIDANCE MATH MODEL (Continued)
TABLE XXI
INPUT TO ABORT GUIDANCE TARGET OR ABGIIID SUBROUTINES
CODED
SYM.
AALLM
AMT0T
AZCF
EATT
EPT
TRP & ERP(4)
EVP(4)
EXCG(AMT0T)
ETCG(AMT0T)
EZCG(AMT0T)
GOTM
GG0(3)
GEGVEL
KLPDR
SMU
SRMEAN
T
TG0 or TG0T
THB0
THELIM
TIP(3,3).
TLAT .
TLONG
TPPCO
TRE
TRLSE(3)
TT(6)
TWE
TWEP
ENGR.
SYM.
MT
ZCF
AT
-
R
PYP
XCG
YCG
ZCG
AL
Ve
u
RE
-
TGO
-
LS
PLS
R
e
-
We
W
TARGET
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
ABGUID
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
NOMENCLATURE
Acceleration Limit
Vehicle mass
Reference Z distance
Thrust acceleration
Fractional throttle setting
Vehicle position
Vehicle velocity
Center of gravity position
Center of gravity position
Center of gravity position
VC rotation rate limit
Limiting acceleration
Engine exhaust gas velocity
Abort destination
Gravitational constant
Mean earth radius
Ground elapsed time
Time to go
Target attitude
Pitch attitude rate limit
Transformation matrix
Latitude of landing site
i
Longitude of landing site
Pitch profile cutoff time
Earth radius at launch site
Radial vector to landing site
Transformation matrix
Earth rotation rate
Earth rotation vector inep
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T/»BLE X/II
CODED
SYM_
H •
T
III
KLPDR
PVPB
SGRAV
PHPB
VA(4)
UXTP(3)
BETA
UYBP(3)
DFAB(4)
AMT
PTHEC
PGMAX2
PALPD3
PALPD4
PALPD5
PHLIM
ALPHA
PVBAC1
PBAD
EIIGR
SYM
H
VPB
G
HPB
VA
UXP
UYBP
FA"
M
INPUT INFORMATION REQUIRED BY THE PBC SUBROUTINE
NOMENCLATURE
Altitude
Time from launch
First pass flag
Return to launch pad flag
Re-entry target velocity
Acceleration due to gravity
Re-entry target altitude
Relative velocity in platform coordinates
Unit vector from center of earth to vehicle
Sideslip angle
Unit vector expressing body Y axis in platform
coordinates
Aerodynamic force vector
Total mass of vehicle
Command inertial attitude
Maximum aero deceleration
Desired angle of,attack
Desired angle of attack .
Desired angle of attack
Constraint altitude
Angle of attack
Maximum bank angle rate
Desired bank angle
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5.9 ABORT GUIDANCE MATH MODEL (Continued)
and the second is an unpowered re-entry to between 150,000 to 100,000 feet
over the landing site. The intermediate target is chosen such that the
orbiter will reach the target coincident with fuel depletion.
5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine
The powered abort guidance phase is divided, into two parts. The first part,
termed weighted open loop guidance, is used initially after abort. The
orbiter is kept in the launch plane while thrust is used to gain altitude
and direct the orbiter in the direction of launch. The process utilizes
abort target altitude and altitude rate, provided by the TARGET subroutine,
as pseudo terminal conditions, This continues until the orbiter can reach
abort targeted terminal conditions coincident with propellent depletion.
The second part of powered abort guidance is closed loon, The guidance
is now explicit requiring present and terminal state information. In
order for clarity, closed loop abort guidance .will be discussed first,
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5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine (Continued)
Detailed flow charts and symbol definitions of the ABGUID subroutine
are shown in Appendix A. Listings of the actual program are shown in
Appendix B. The ABGUID subroutine is used to provide angles, which
describe the vehicle's attitude in platform coordinates, and an
estimate of time required to reach the intermediate target, provided by
the TARGET subroutine. A list of inputs to the ABGUID subroutine is
shown in Table XXI. As noted previously, .ABGUID outputs are the desired
inertial angles (^ D» ^ D> and ^ D) and estimates of burn time remaining
(TGf)). The ABGUID subroutine in the present.formulation of LASS outputs
information to the READ0 subroutine for printout. A functional listing of
ABGUID.is shown in Figure 18, The erection of the guidance coordinate
system is provided by the TARGET subroutine and a description can be found
in Section 5.9.2. The vehicle position and velocity vectors are estab-
lished in guidance coordinates by .
9AV (9eff 'GO
R
Y
Z
"R"
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5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine (Continued)
where
RG - present vehicle position
IR I - magnitude of inertial position
g.v - average velocity loss due to gravity
g
 ff. - effective gravity of vehicle in present situation
9FIN " effective gravity of vehicle at target
TG0 - time to reach target
V - inertial velocity of vehicle in platform coordinates
P
- unit guidance X in piatformtcoordinates
-
 unit guidance Y in platform coordinates
~
 um
'^  9uidance Z "in platform coordinates
Vr - present vehicle velocity in guidance coordinates
•« • •
RD, YD, Zg- desired velocities at target in guidance coordinates
V - velocity to be gained in guidance coordinates
Whenever thrust acceleration, A,., is zero computation of inertial attitudes
is bypassed. The last set of inertial attitudes computed are held and
maintained in inertial hold. When Ay is not zero an estimate of time to
reach the intermediate target, T™, is provided. In. the case where thrust
is limited A, is equal to acceleration limit and
T - |VppTGO 'M6-
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5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine (Continued)
For the case where the thrust is not presently limited, an estimate
of time to limit, TPL, is accomplished by
V V
T - _£
TL
where V is the exhaust gas velocity of the orbiter engines. The
parameter T is given by
r -
"F
As noted in Section 5.3, for constant thrust, the characteristic
velocity equation provides an estimate of velocity gained by the
vehicle during the time in constant thrust mode. The velocity gained,
in the negative sense, over time T is
FIFL
The velocity to be gained after thrust limiting is reached is
VGL = VFL + 1VGG
If Vg. is less than zero, the vehicle will function in constant thrust
mode until intermediate target is reached. TGQ is computed by
GO = T 1 - e Ve J
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5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine (Continued)
If Vg. is greater than zero, the vehicle will function in mixed mode.
Constant thrust mode will be effective until time TV. and then the
vehicle will function in constant acceleration mode. Under these
conditions Trn is computed by
T - T +
'GO TL AL
i
I '
For the development of the desired vehicle accelerations, the reader
is referred to Section 5.3.3 for similarities in the development. The
desired radial acceleration in guidance coordinates is commonly accepted
as
• • '
RG = AT (A + Bt) - G ,f (1)
where A and B are linear coefficients.
By taking the first integral over TGQ we have
kj ATdt + K j AT t dt = RD - R (2)
or
a » •
where RD is targeted radial velocity and>R is present vehicle radial
velocity. If the double integral of equation (1) is taken over TGQ, we
obtain r&c T6o ^
A/ [ /tAy dtl dt + B/S ^^  ~^*
= R0 - R - RTGQ S/iR (3)
or v
*
B = R - R -
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5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine(Continued)
where RQ is the desired radial distance and R is present vehicle
radial distance from the earth's center. Let us assume that, regardless
of the modes of vehicle operation, the thrust acceleration can be
averaged to a constant A.... The integrals of equation (2) and (3)
reduce to
All = AAV TGO
A12 = >5AAV TG02
A "=* 5A T 2H21 'DHAV 'GO
A *=" A T 3H22 MAV '60°
(4)
The equations (2) and (3) are solved simultaneously.
A =
n
- B H12
11
From (3) and (5)
B.(A 22
B =
11
(5)
R B A12
'11
A22B=
= AR - A21 AR
AR
T~ ~ J~A21 All
= A, /flK tlK \VA~ " T~ I
(6)
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5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine (Continued)
Now substituting (6) into (5) gives
A _
" ~
_ '
A i 2 ' 'i t '*. • r •- • ' AR (7)
Substituting the results of (4) into (7)
• ' A = 3AR - 2 AR
A AM2i rtn
If we assume A *? Bt, equation (1) becomes
(8)
-
 fl , R 2 A R x nRG = AT ( 7 - T- ) - 9ef f (9)
Now A,, is the characteristic velocity and A?, is the characteristic
distance. Then we assume
All = I^GGl
A21 = IVGG! TGO
(10)
Equation (9) now reduces to
1
RG " TGO
L2- ( R -R) - 2(R + 2R)
'GO u u •
geff (ID
by using equations (2), (3), and (10). This is the form of the radial accele-
ration equation used in Reference 4, When T is less than 5, the radial
distance constraint is modified and equation (11) reduces to
1 (Rn - R) - g „ (12)
'^ GO eff
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5.9.1 .. ABGUID Subroutine (Continued)
If we neglect the ggff. term, YQ can be developed in a similar manner
where the form of equation (12) is used.
P _
G
 -
(13)
is used to provide the desired out of plane acceleration. The downrange
acceleration, Z, is computed so that
? •• 9 •• 2
= X + Y + Z
•• 2
G (14)
In a manner similar to that described in Section 5,3, the desired
accelerations are converted to platform coordinates by using the
unit vectors in a direction cosine matrix
ADP] =
L G_
(15)
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5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine , (Continued)
Equations 11, 13, and 14 provide the means for computing desired vehicle
accelerations when ABGUID is steering the orbiter using closed loop pro-
cedures. As noted previously, weighted open loop guidance is used initially
after abort. The transition between abort guidance processes is identified
as a time after abort is initiated. This time is read from input cards as
TTDI by the FUN routine.
When using weighted open loop guidance, desired accelerations are computed
by modifying equations 11, 13, and 14 to
YG = o
2 • '2
ZG = AT + RQ
where:
10K, = .0001 when abort time is greater than
K.J = .0002 when abort time is less than 10
K2 = .03 .when the vehicle is within 50,000 feet of
abort altitude and magnitude of altitude rate
is less than 1000 ft/sec
K = .01414 for all other conditions
These accelerations are set identical to the desired platform accelerations
or
06)
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5.9.1 ABGUID Subroutine (Continued)
i
When an abort is commanded where the orbiter returns to the launch site,
large pitching maneuvers will be required. This results in large body
attitude erros that are encountered when powered abort guidance is operating
closed loop. Large errors are incompatible when using conventional forms
of autopilots. As a result the desired inertia! accelerations provided by
equation 15 are modified to limit large attitude errors to errors more
compatible with the autopilot. This is accomplished by erecting a coordinate
system shown in Figure 19 where the vectors are referenced to the platform
coordinate system. The process shown in Figure 19 is sensitive to the
quadrant that Anj> is in with respect to Ay. Since the normal abort pitching
maneuver causes the body x-axis to pass near vertical; platform x-axis
(which is near vertical when vehicle is nearly over the launch pad) is
substituted for App initially. During this period of time, the vehicle
rotates following Ap until T\Q is within.)®^ of platform x-axis. At this
time the vehicle starts to rotate towards An,p at a rate equal to dm
(card input through FUN routine) radians-per second;
The vector Ay is the thrust vector transformed to platform coordinates.
Since Ay is the instantaneous thrust vector, it depends on engine gimbaling
and is relatively unstable. Thus, after the first computational pass
through the VC algorithm, the vector AQ used in the previous computational
pass is substituted for Ay. The assumption is that the vehicle will rotate
to the new AQ vector in one computational pass. Whenever the desired
acceleration vector AQP provided by equation 15.is equal to or within 9m
degrees of the thrust acceleration vector Ay.the vector control algorithm
is bypassed and AQP is not modified. Specific equations are shown in the
flow charts of Appendix A and program listings of Appendix B.
, : • . • ! . ' •
The components of ADP provided by either one of equations 15, 16, or 17
are used to provide the desired euler attitudes (&o and ¥& ) in the same
manner as described in Section 5.3. The euler roll angle is either commanded
to zero or 180° degrees as required by the abort case being studied.
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5.9.2 Abort Targeting
The process of abort targeting is accomplished by the TARGET subroutine.
Inputs to TARGET required to perform the targeting function is shown in
Table XXI J A functional flow chart is shown in Figure 20. Detailed
flow charts and symbol definitions are shown in Appendix A.
Using desired landing site latitude and longitude, the TARGET subroutine
provides the radial vector to the landing site in platform coordinates.
The computations involve the determination of the magnitude of the
• i . . '
desired radial vector. This can be accomplished by using the mean
radius of an assumed spherical earth. The transformation is: -
l \ L ' - -
O
where
WL
magnitude of radial vector to landing site
latitude of landing site
longitude of landing site
15;
D2-H£oS7- IA
VECTOR TO LAWDIA/6 ^ITE T/V
WIT
V E M T C L E
0F
-SITE
VELOCITY iw
C A L L X^666>rP ( T6 O)
C E X I T
V I E W
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5.9.2 Abort Targeting (Continued)
RT7Z - Position of landing site in rotating earth coordinates
W - Angular velocity of the earth
t - Time since launch
R.
 SI - Position of landing site in inertial earth coordinates
TIP - Transformation matrix provided by INITIA subroutine
RLSP " Position °f landing site in platform coordinates
A
The guidance coordinate system is shown in Figure 21 . URGp is a unit
vector along the earth radial passing through the vehicle and expressed
in platform coordinates. Unit y, URYp, is formed by taking the vector
cross product of R,sp into R and reducing the result to unit form.
The resulting unit vector, UZGp, is in a direction which completes
the righthanded orthogonal triad and points to the landing site.
The velocity of the landing site due to earth rotation is formed by
VLSP = Wep X RLSP
>ti ] '
_ XGP_
!» - fr ! i u
! UYGP , I VLSP
where
W - Earth rotation rate in platform coordinates provided by INITIA
subroutine
V-sp - Landing site velocity in platform coordinates
V. <.„ - Landing site velocity in guidance coordinates
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5.9.2 Abort Targeting (Continued)
Figure 22 shows the amount of central angle available for a reentry
coast from an intermediate target at an altitude of 200,000 feet.
The navigation system can determine what the current central angle between
the present position and the landing site is, so the intermediate target
velocity and the burn angle must be determined by the target subroutine.
It is assumed that the vehicle moves through negligible central angle while
changing direction to point toward the intermediate target and that the
landing site moves a negligible amount in inertia! space during reentry.
The intermediate target positions are computed by setting
RD = |R~LS| + 200,000 ft. • ' . •
Y D - 0 . . . . . . .
z D = o , . . - - • • - , .
The intermediate target velocities are provided by
RD = 0
The other velocity component ZD will require solving the following
equations simultaneously
VBO = ao + al 9c + a2 6l '
TGO
2RE
156
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5.9.2 Abort Targeting (Continued)
where
TQQ = Burn time as calculated by guidance
Vng = Velocity between vehicle and landing site at burnout
e = Central angle traveled between burnout and landing site
«E = Angle of attack during reentry
a- = Coefficients for curve fitting curves shown in Figure 22.
Z = Z component of present velocity in guidance coordinate
0R = Central angle between present position and landing site
• • '
YQ = Desired target velocity .along guidance Y direction
ZD = Desired target velocity along guidance Z direction
Equation (1) was obtained by forming a second-order curve-fit to curves
in Figure 22. Equation (2) calculates burn-out velocity in guidance
coordinates. Equation (3) calculates the coast angle assuming that the
velocity changes linearly between time of abort and the intermediate
target and that the tangent of the central angle is approximately equal
to the central angle. Since arc length is equal.to the product of the
included angle and the radius of a circle, the th.ird term.in Equation (3)
is .. ,
9B = TGO ( i + ZD }
where eg is the burn angle of Figure 21
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5.9.2 Abort Targeting (Continued)
The procedure is to provide an estimate of TGQ. Then the coast angle
9 , and burnout velocity, VBQ, are recomputed until the difference
between the present VBQ and its past value is less than 10. TARGET
is then ready for the next computational pass.
The present TARGET configuration programmed in LASS uses
VBO(ft/sec) - VBQ
V = V (25984 5)RD RD \tJJO"'J/
Abort to launch pad Aborting downrange
a = .06236 an = .06236o °
BI = 2.47813 ax =2.47813
a = -3.4733 a~ = -3.4733
Where ^ c
OE = angle of attack desired for reentry
VDft = burnout velocity
BU • n ' • ' r
g = acceleration due to gravity in ft/sec'
a. = curve fit transformation for x= 50
Hnn = burnout altitude in ft
Changes in <v will require corresponding changes in ai .
This is a quadratic curve fit to the curves shown in Reference 4 and
reproduced in Figure 22.
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5.9.3 Post Burnout Control .
Flow chart and symbol definitions of the PBC subroutine are shown in
Appendix A. The PBC subroutine is used to control the vehicle attitude
from spacecraft main engine shutdown until it reaches an energy state
which allows reentry guidance to take over. The PBC subroutine is shown
in functional form in Figure 23 and requires the input information shown
in Table XXII. The PBC subroutine outputs are euler attitudes and termination
flag. These outputs are required by the AUTOPI and ACC subroutines or
AUTOP2 subroutine.
The PBC subroutine is used during the unpowered guidance phase of abort
guidance. During this time angle of attack is modulated while maintaining
a near zero bank angle. By using this process, violation of vehicle con-
straints and guidelines-is avoided. . . .
There are four basic coordinate systems used in the PBC subroutine. They
are the body, platform, wind axis, and local vertical systems. The body
system X axis points towards the nose along the main propellent tank
center!ine, the Z axis points down in the engine gimbal plane, and the Y
axis points to the pilot's right completing the right-handed triad. The
platform system X axis is perpendicular to the fischer ellipsoid at the
place and time of launch, the Y axis is perpendicular to the launch plane,
and the Z axis is tangent to the fischer ellipsoid pointing in a northerly
direction. The platform system remains .fixed in Inertia! space during the
simulation. At the time of launch, the body and platform systems are
aligned. The wind axis system has its X axis along the relative velocity
vector, the Y axis is perpendicular to a vector from the center of the earth
and the velocity vector, and the Z axis completes the right handed triad.
The origin of the local vertical system is at the intersection of the
fischer ellipsoid with a line. This line is perpendicular to the ellipsoid
and passes through the center of the body coordinate system. A segment
of this line is the Z axis, which points towards the earth's center. The
The X axis is in a plane containing the Z axis and the earth rotation axis
and points north. The Y axis completes the right handed triad.
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5.9.3 Post Burnout Control (Continued)
Post burnout control is initiated by computing a velocity which, coupled
with the present orbiter altitude, is equivalent to the desired terminal
energy state. Thus,
PB
where: H is present vehicle altitude
VPB and HpB are velocity and altitude at the
selected terminal energy state
6 is gravitational acceleration
If the vehicle airspeed (I VA1 ) is less than or equal to V-| , the simulation
is terminated. If this is not the case, PBC is computed. • ••
The PBC subroutine computes the bank angle of the orbiter. Bank angle is
defined as rotation about the orbiter velocity vector. The bank angle,
^B» is found by equating similar terms of separate transformation from
local vertical to body coordinates. The first transformation is
VLOCAL VERTICAL
'LOCAL VERTICAL
'LOCAL VERTICAL
= [LV] [B]
'BODY
rBODY
-BODY
=[LV][B]
where fe ] is the euler angle transformation between vehicle body and plat-
form coordinates discussed in Section 5.4. The [LV ] transformation relates
the local vertical coordinate system with the platform coordinate system.
The [ LV 1 transformation is found by
LV(3,j) = - Rp/ I "RP| . •
!,j) = LV (3,j) x W£p / |lV(3,j) x WEp
LV(l,j) = LV (2,j) x LV (3,j)
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5.9.3 Post Burnout Control (Continued)
where:
- radial vector to orbiter in platform coordinates
- earths' angular momentum vector in platform
coordinates
The second transformation is
'BODY
rBODY
'BODY
^LOCAL VERTICAL
^LOCAL VERTICAL
_
ZLOCAL VERTICAL .
where:
S0
'
[** ] = rotation thru angle of attack
[ ft ] = rotation thru sideslip angle
[ ®B] = rotation.thru bank angle
[ V ] = rotation thru flight path angle
[®]J = rotation thru heading angle
Since corresponding elements of [BLI] and [BL2] are equal,
BL1(2,3) = BL2(2,3)
BLI (2,3) = -sin/
 sin + cos j cos
so sin® = BL1^2>3) + tan Y tan
cos >• cos B
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5.9.3 Post Burnout Control (Continued)
since
BL1 (2,3)=
= A resin --2 - .+ tan ¥ tan
cos
This equation for bank angle, Oo> is used in the PBC subroutine.
During the coasting descent, the vehicle attitudes are controlled to take
advantage of aerodynamic generated forces. During this period commanded
values of angle of attack and bank angle are used. Thus,
°fr = 50° [ H> 220,000 feet ] , of = 25 - £,[ AN< 1.8 and H< 220,000 feet]
w \^ t\ ll
22°<o<c< 50°
where: : <^c - commanded angle of attack
°J - present angle of attack
H
 - present altitude
^R - relative flight path angle . , . - . - .
AM - normal acceleration in gees
AT
 - cycle time of PBC (1 sec)
forms the logic for establishing desired °ic and dB • These commands
must be converted into euler attitudes for the Ideal autopilot, AUTOP2,
to compute restoring torques. This is accomplished by developing the
transformation. The PU transformation is used to convert from platform
to wind axis coordinates. The direction cosines are found as follows:
P~U1 > ~"
IPUl x LV(3,j)i
PUl"
PU3 = PU1 x?U2 , [PU]=
.PU3J
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5.9.3 Post Burnout Control (Continued)
Then
XWIND AXIS
YWIND AXIS
_
ZWIND AXIS_
and
XBODY
YBODY
ZBODY_
= [PU]
\
= [«][*„]
XPLATFORM
YPLATFORM
.
 ZPLATFORM _
XWIND AXIS
YWIND AXIS
ZWIND AXIS .
XPLATFORM
= [<* ][<9B ] [PU] YPLATFORM
- r
. _ ''PLATFORM _
Therefore,
and
] [ <s>B] [PU] = [B] = [PUC]
- tan® = B(3,1)/B(1,1) = PUC(1,3)/PUC(1,1)
sin V = B(2,l) = PUC(1,2)
-tan <f> = B(2,3)/B(2,2) = PUC(3,2)/PUC(2,2)
where & , V , and 0 are the inertia! gimbal angles or euler angles
required by AUTOP2 subroutine.
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5.10 LASS OUTPUT SUBROUTINE (READO)
A functional flow chart of the READO subroutine is shown in Figure 24.
Detailed flow chart and symbol definitions are shown in Appendix A.
Program listing of READO, as presently used in LASS, is shown in Appendix B.
The READO subroutine performs three functions. The first function provides
for the computation of some parameters that may be of interest to an orbiter
pilot. The second function collects values of selected parameters, periodically
stores these values, and periodically outputs the values in the form of tabulated
listings. The third function provides for the periodic collection of selected
parameters and, at termination of a LASS run, plots a time history of these
parameters. . . . . .
Many of the selected output parameters are ^inputted to READO. The subroutine
merely changes the engineering units of the parameters for output. A list of
inputs to READO are shown in Table XXIII with the subroutine or class of sub-
routines that computes the parameter. A list of parameters that are tabulated
and plotted are shown in Figure A-18 of Appendix A. Many parameters are tab-
ulated as well as plotted.
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TABLE XXIII INPUT INFORMATION REQUIRED BY READO SUBROUTINE
SYMBOL SOURCE
AMT
ADPDES
ADRDES
ADYDES
ALPHA
BETA
DFAB(4)
DMAXB
DMAYB
DMAZB
EATB(4)
EATT
EAVP(4)
EB(3,3)
EBP (2)
EBY(2)
ELATC
ELONGD
EPB
EPBD
EPHI
EPSI
EPT
EQB
EQBD
ERB
Autopilot
Autopilot
Autopilot
Autopilot
AERO
AERO
AERO
AERO
AERO
AERO
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
EOM
NOMENCLATURE
Vehicle mass remaining
Body pitch attitude error
Body roll,attitude error
Body yaw attitude error
Angle of attack
Angle of Sideslip
Forces due to aerodynamics in body frame
Moment about body x-axis due to aerodynamic forces
Moment about body y-axis due to aerodynamic forces
Moment about body z-ax1s due to aerodynamic forces
Acceleration due to thrust in body coordinates
Magnitude of acceleration due to thrust
Vehicle acceleration in platform coordinates
Transformation matrix relating body and platform
coordinates
Engine pitch gimbal angle
Engine yaw gimbal angle
Vehicle latitude
Vehicle longitude
Angular rate about body x-axis
Angular acceleration about body x-axis
Actual vehicle euler roll angle
Actual vehicle euler yaw angle
Fractional throttle setting
Angular rate about body x-axis
Angular acceleration1 about body/-axis
Angular rate about body z-axis
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TABLE XXIII INPUT INFORMATION REQUIRED BY READO SUBROUTINE
(Continued)
SYMBOL SOURCE NOMENCLATURE
ERBD
ERP(4)
ETHETA
EVP(4)
GADP(4)
6PHID
GPSID
GTHED
H
IES
ISEP
MACH
K6.UID
QUE
QDOT
RAD
RWVB
RWVO
SEROT
SGRAV
SLATI
SLONGI
T
TAG(4)
TDVG(4)
TGOT
THETB
EOM Angular acceleration about body z-axis
EOM Vehicle position in platform coordinates
EOM Actual vehicle euler pitch angle
EOM Vehicle velocity in platform coordinates
Guidance Desired acceleration in platform coordinates
Guidance Desired euler roll angle
Guidance Desired euler yaw angle
Guidance Desired euler pitch angle
AERO Vehicle altitude
FUN Engine on flag, IES = 1
FUN Vehicle separated flag, ISEP = 1
AERO Vehicle Mach number
PBC Simulation terminate flag.
AERO Dynamic pressure
AERO Aerodynamic heating rate
INITIA Conversion degrees to radians
READO Empty weight of booster, .plus full orbiter
READO Empty weight of orbiter
INITIA Earth's rotation rate
INITIA Gravitational acceleration at sea level
INITIA Latitude of launch pad
INITIA Longitude of launch pad
FUN Ground elapsed time
ABGUID Desired acceleration in local vertical coordinates
ABGUID Velocity to gained in local vertical coordinates
ABGUID Time left until reaching abort target
TARGET Earth's central angle traversed during abort when
engines are on
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TABLE XXIII INPUT INFORMATION REQUIRED BY READO SUBROUTINE
(Continued)
THETC TARGET
THETR
TIP (3,3)
TLATI
TLONGI
TRLSE(3)
TTL
TVBO
TVDG(4)
UXTP (3)
UZTP (3)
VA(4)
VAB(4)
WEP(3)
TARGET
INITIA
FUN
FUN
INITIA
ABGUID
TARGET
TARGET
AERO
AERO
AERO
AERO
INITIA
Earth's central angle traversed during abort
then orbiter is coasting
Sum of THETB,and THETC
Transformation matrix relating earth inertial and
platform coordinates
Latitude of landing site
Longitude of landing site
Radial to landing site in earth inertial coordinates
Time until thrust limiting startes
Relative velocity at burnout
Target state vector in local vertical coordinates
Unit radial in platform coordinates
Unit vector where plane containing UXTP and UZTP
also contains EVP
Relative velocity in platform coordinates
Relative velocity iri body coordinates
Earth's angular momentum vector in platform
coordinates
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5.10.1 DISPLAY PARAMETERS PROVIDED BY READO SUBROUTINE
The subroutine is used to compute weight of fuel remaining, inertial flight
path angle, relative flight path angle, range from launch pad, range from
landing site, and vehicle accelerations. These computations are accomplished
in a conventional manner and will not be discussed. However, computations
required to obtain compass heading angle, range heading angle, bank angle
t
and fln'ght attitudes are not obvious and will be discussed in some detail.i |
A coordinate system is errected in READO that is similar to that used in the
PBC subroutine. The coordinate system is ;a local vertical system that is
formed by : .. ' ..
Llf. = UNIT (Rp) . . . .
U2 . = UNIT (V. x L,,..) , .
£>J " A »J ^1 )
: L~3 ,• = LI . x r2 .!
 J»J 1 »J L. ,J
where:
R_ -.Radial vector to vehicle center of gravity in platform coordinates
V ~ Vehicle relative velocity in platform coordinates
A . . .
Compass heading is formed by describing a unit vector pointing east. This is
accomplished by
UE = UNIT (WEp x q -')
where: M™ - earth's angular momentum vector in platform coordinates
The the dot product
Q - VA . (TE
is formed. If Q is less than zero, compass heading is: *CH = 2v - cos" (L2 j'U^
If Q is greater than zero, compass heading is: \i/rij = cos" (L9 ^'Ur)L.H c. , J t
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5.10.1 DISPLAY PARAMETERS PROVIDED BY READO SUBROUTINE (Continued)
The range heading angle is the angle between the projections of relative
velocity and distance from vehicle to landing site on a local horizontal
plane. The coordinate system, shown in equation (1), reflect the vehicle
relative velocity orientation with respect to platform coordinates in the
unit vectors L2,j and U, j . The distance between vehicle and landing site
is obtained by first describing a radial to the landing site in earth fixed
coordinates
LSE
where:
cos ALS cos *LS
cos A. <• sin A. ~
sin*LS
*,
'LS
Constant, sum of vehicle altitude "and earth diameter at landing
site
Latitude of landing site
Longitude of landing site
RLSI= RLSE
This is corrected for earth rotation by r \ » \
cos(wt)-sin (wt) 0
sin(wt) cos (wt) 0
_ 0 0 1
where: t - ground elapsed time
w - earth rotation rate
Then R is put in platform coordinates using the TIP(3,3) transformation,
RLSP = [TIP] RLSI
The vector form the vehicle to landing site is
= RLSP
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This allows us to use equation 1 to compute the range heading angle by
*RH
1
 r * • 4..i
L A R . r
The computation for bank angle used the equation developed in section 5.9.3 for
post burnout control. The equation is
*DA = SIN"1 i*^BA cos r tan 7 tan/3
where: 7 - relative flight path angle
0 - angle of sideslip
[ Platform coordinates ]'• =
B o o11 D -. D j --
o D R —
B3I B32 B33
[ Body ]
The flight attitudes are found by equating corresponding terms in equivalent
matrix transformations. The first transformation is
[ Body ] =
B21 B31
B12 B22 B32
B13 B23 B33 J
Lll L21 L31
L12 L22 L32
L L13 L23 L33
Local Vertical
The second transformation is
[ Body ] =
1
0
0
0 0 1
cosip sirv#
-sin$ cos^j
cos9 0 -sing
0 1 0
sin5> 0 cosc9
cos y sin y-:
-sin^ cos1/1
J T
0 0
0 "
0
1
"
Local
Vertical
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5.10.1 DISPLAY PARAMETERS PROVIDED BY READO SUBROUTINE (Continued)
where:
>fr - yaw attitude desired
e - pitch attitude desired
cj> - roll attitude desired
By making the matrix manipulations and equating like terms, the desired attitudes
are:
4>= Sin"1 [-B,2 . Lj. / cose ]
*= Sin"1 [ F.J . U2j / cose]
Since L2- has a fixed orientation with respect, to the projection of the vehicle
relative velocity in the local horizontal plane, the yaw angle >i/ requires some mo-
dification.
If we let
L2j = UNIT (WEp x L ld) - UE
then
i
* = Sin [ B., . UE / c o s e ]
and * is the yaw angle with respect to a north-south line projected in the
local horizontal plane.
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5.10.2 TABULAR OUTPUTS
A list of tabular outputs are provided in Figure A-18 of Appendix A. Two
groups of variables are printed. The first is entitled "Pilot Display
Parameters" and contains those parameters thought to be of interest to and
orbiter pilot. The second group is entitled "Additional study parameters"
and contains those parameters that are helpful when studying the abort problem.
i
The READO subroutine causes values of parameters to be loaded into data arrays
every other pass through READO. This corresponds to a data value every two
seconds of ground elapsed time. When the data arrays are full they are printed.
This occurs every 16 seconds of ground elapsed time. If LASS should terminate
in a normal manner, the remaining unfilled portions of the data arrays are filled
with zeros before they are printed. If LASS should terminate, due to some com-
putational error, prior to normal termination, the data arrays being filled at
that time are not printed.
All of the printed parameter values are tabulated during the simulated launch
and simulated abort phases of the run. The actual value of some, parameters may
not be of interest during some parts of the simulation. An example is the de-
sired acceleration vector, TAG(4), in local vertical coordinates. Zero values for
TAG are tabulated until the abort commences. Values are computed until orbiter
engines shutdown. Then the value of TAG computed during the last pass through
ABGUID is tabulated during abort coasting phase. Other parameters are printed
during periods of the simulation where they are of no interest. An example is
orbiter engine gimbal angle EBP and EBY. Gimbal angles of the first two booster
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5.10.2 TABULAR OUTPUTS (Continued)
engines are printed until abort commences. Thus, during simulation of launch,
these gimbal angle outputs are not used.
5.10.3 OUTPUT PLOTS
A list of parameters to be plotted are provided in Figure A-18 Appendix A.
All parameters are plotted as time histories. Time is ground elapsed time
starting from launch and continuing until the simulation run is terminated.
Actual plotting is accomplished when the LASS run terminates. At this time
the parameter values, contained in the plot arrays, are plotted versus time.
If LASS should terminate for any reason other than normal attainment of a
terminal energy state, values in the plot arrays are plotted.
The master routine, FUN, accomplishes this function. The master routine
calls the RECOV subroutine which uses QZKILL subroutine to set a RESTRT
flag when a program interrupt is encountered. LASS is restarted to perform
the plotting function using the parameter values which were calculated from the
beginning of the simulation until the termination occurred.
All plots have the same title. This information is inputted by card,into
FUN via ITITLE. READO contains the TITA, TITB, and TITC ..data input statements.
These are titles for the ordinate or dependent, variable of the plot format.
The abscissa or independent variable is time. Data is loaded into the plot
arrays every other pass through READO. This is the same as for tabular data
and occurs every two seconds of ground elapsed time.
The subroutines performing the plotting functions are adaptations of the standard
MSC plot package. The plot grid is set up and labeled using GRID subroutine where
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the plot grid is scaled according to maximum and minimum variable excursions.
Actual plotting of data values is accomplished by using the PLOTIV subroutine.
The plot title and identification of plot axes are written on the plots using
the RITE2V subroutine, which is part of the $PLOTS package. Actual arguments
of these subroutines can be found in program listings of READO found in
Appendix B.
I . i
At the present time all of the plotting subroutines necessary to perform the
plots are on the LASS program tape. Additional fastran files are not required
to complete the plotting function provided in LASS. .
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5.11 UTILITY MATH MODELS
LASS was developed using five utility subroutines. These are:
VECPRD (A, B, C)
DOTPRD (A, B, C)
; MAG (A)
UNTVEC (A, B) j
MATVEC (K, A, B, C)
The VECPRD (A, B, C) subroutine takes the vector product of two vectors
C" = A X F
The DOTPRD (A, B, C) subroutine takes the dot product of two vectors
C = ff . F
The MAG (A) subroutine returns the magnitude of vector A
A(4) =|A|
The UNTVEC (A, B) subroutine takes vector A, computes its magnitude, and
returns vector B as a unit vector. The magnitude of B is not returned.
Subroutine MATVEC (K, A, B, C) performs a matrix product with a vector A.
T h e operation , • . - - •
[C] = [A][B]
is formed where A is a 3X3 matrix. IfcK = 1, the above operation is
formed. If K = 2
[C] = [A] _[.B]'
is formed.
These .subroutines are shown in the listings provided in appendix B.
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